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Abstract

Advances in computer graphics enable us to create digital images of astonishing complexity and realism. However, processing
resources are still a limiting factor. Hence, many costly but desirable aspects of realism are often not accounted for, including
global illumination, accurate depth of field and motion blur, spectral effects, etc. especially in real-time rendering. At the
same time, there is a strong trend towards more pixels per display due to larger displays, higher pixel densities or larger
fields of view. Further observable trends in current display technology include more bits per pixel (high dynamic range, wider
color gamut/fidelity), increasing refresh rates (better motion depiction), and an increasing number of displayed views per pixel
(stereo, multi-view, all the way to holographic or lightfield displays). These developments cause significant unsolved technical
challenges due to aspects such as limited compute power and bandwidth. Fortunately, the human visual system has certain
limitations, which mean that providing the highest possible visual quality is not always necessary. In this report, we present
the key research and models that exploit the limitations of perception to tackle visual quality and workload alike. Moreover, we
present the open problems and promising future research targeting the question of how we can minimize the effort to compute
and display only the necessary pixels while still offering a user full visual experience.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image Generation—Line and
curve generation

1. Introduction

The dream of presenting a computer-generated scene in a convinc-
ing and compelling way that cannot be distinguished from the real
world in real-time remains one of the key challenges for computer
graphics. Displaying realistic-looking graphics at high refresh rates
is computationally intense, particularly for high pixel densities, a
wide field-of-view and stereo rendering.

In recent years, we have seen strong trends towards displays with
increasing size, resolution and dynamic range, leading to higher
pixel densities and the ability to display high dynamic range (HDR)
content. While a resolution of 1080p has been a widespread stan-
dard in TVs as well as in desktop displays for several years, we
are currently observing a shift towards 4k displays with up to 80
inches, increasing the field of view (FOV) of observers at typical
viewing distances while maintaining or increasing pixel density.
Moreover, display resolutions for handheld devices such as smart-
phones constantly increase, currently supporting pixel densities up
to 800 pixels-per-inch (PPI). This enables clear readability of text
and playback of high-resolution videos. In addition, we are seeing
increasing refresh rates to allow for better motion depiction and
an increasing number of displayed views per pixel (stereo, multi-
view, all the way to holographic or lightfield displays). Large, high-

resolution, projection-based displays and high-resolution tiled dis-
play walls have become well-established installations in research
institutions around the world. Furthermore, mass production has
introduced a range of high-quality head-mounted displays (HMDs)
with a wide FOV available on a commodity level, gaining inter-
est from researchers in the fields of Virtual Reality (VR) and Aug-
mented Reality (AR). High pixel densities and high refresh rates
are crucial for immersion and interaction, especially in the con-
text of VR. Thus, we consider this domain to be well-suited for
demonstrating the new challenges posed in the field of computer
graphics and image synthesis. The aforementioned advances in dis-
play technologies will further tighten the requirements on rendering
techniques to produce realistic images. Already today, the achieved
realism is strongly limited by hardware capabilities, while often
many desirable but costly aspects of reality are not even considered,
including real-time global illumination, accurate depth of field, mo-
tion blur or spectral effects. It is obvious that this divergence will
cause significant issues on the technical side (e.g., limited compute
power and bandwidth), which are yet unsolved.

One way to tackle these challenges is by taking perceptual as-
pects into account when rendering images, a field we refer to as
perception-driven rendering. Perception-driven rendering is based
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on a close understanding of the human visual system (HVS) to im-
prove the quality, speed and comprehensibility of images. Although
the HVS seems to process complete images at a very high quality
not bound to a fixed frame rate, it has several limitations. Visual
input passes through optics, where it is sampled and then filtered
on the retina before it is compressed and transmitted over the op-
tical nerves. It is processed on various levels, including the brain’s
ability to access and use memory. One particular limitation is vi-
sual acuity, where the acuity of human vision is at its maximum
only inside a very small central region of the FOV. This limitations
means that rendering at a much lower geometric or spatial quality in
the peripheral regions might go unnoticed. Thus, perception-driven
rendering techniques can be created that exploit essential proper-
ties of the HVS and thus optimize rendering pipelines for increased
performance by omitting details in the peripheral visual area. Also,
visual quality within the area of sharp vision could be improved
by reallocating some of the computational resources from periph-
eral regions. One of the key challenges when accelerating rendering
techniques in such a way is to reduce the computational effort by
computing only a subset of an image’s pixels or by reducing the
underlying scene description’s complexity, while still maintaining
a high-quality visual experience. Further benefits of perception-
driven rendering approaches may include the reduction of nausea
and motion sickness, particularly relevant for VR systems.

In this state-of-the-art report, we provide an overview of relevant
properties of the HVS and describe how different rendering tech-
niques tap into specific perceptual mechanisms through a structural
approach. We give a comprehensive overview of the main research
areas, classify the different techniques by the underlying mecha-
nisms and present open problems as well as promising future re-
search directions.

2. Scope and Structure

This paper comprises perception-driven rendering methods that ac-
celerate realistic rendering. We refer to realistic rendering as meth-
ods that synthesize views from virtual 3D descriptions in order to
resemble real-world scenes and objects. Hence, we do not discuss
non-photorealistic rendering and information visualization. Stereo
and low-latency rendering are also not discussed specifically. We
consider methods from these areas not to be perception-driven, but
rather perception-targeting, as they may support the implementa-
tion of actual perception-driven methods, but do not exploit per-
ceptual limitations themselves. While several exciting new tech-
nologies have been introduced recently, e.g., new developments for
HMDs, most of the methods discussed here are applicable in a more
general way and not restricted to specific devices.

Performance and quality can often be subject to a trade-off. In
our understanding acceleration can either mean improving the per-
formance of a method or improving image quality while maintain-
ing performance. Critical to a system’s performance and its impact
on perception is not only a method’s bandwidth, i.e., the number
of frames per second but also its latency. The latter constitutes how
long it takes for input to be translated to visual output. With this
focus, we contribute to the field by giving an overview of novel
methods that have not been targeted by other related state-of-the-
art papers so far. Masia et al. [MWDG13] present a survey on com-

putational displays. They leverage known aspects of the HVS to
provide apparent enhancements beyond the physical limits of the
display. However, an in-depth discussion of rendering methods is
missing. Even though the work by McNamara et al. [MMBH10]
discusses similar subjects, it does not focus on the specific aspects
of accelerated rendering. Moreover, enhancements in technologies
like HMDs paved the way for a lot of new developments in the last
years, which are not covered by their report. The work by Corsini
et al. [CLL∗13] is entirely focused on geometric processing. They
discuss different perception-oriented metrics for static and dynamic
triangle meshes. Although adapting the geometric complexity of
a 3D scene is one approach used in perception-driven accelerated
rendering, other aspects are equally important, e.g., temporal coher-
ence [SYM∗12]. We cover a broader set of techniques and discuss
them in the context of perception-driven rendering.

In this paper, we focus on a set of three research questions, tar-
geting perception-driven accelerated rendering. We have derived
these questions directly from the process of developing a render-
ing technique based on exploiting perceptual mechanisms and lim-
itations. With the premise that the general concept of a rendering
method is already present, the following steps have to be taken.
First, focus has to be put on getting a clear understanding of what
limitations and properties of the human visual system are relevant
for implementing this idea. Second, one or several specific proper-
ties/limitations have to be chosen and resembling models have to
be built. Third, an understanding is required of all physiological
and technical steps involved in implementing the idea as an accel-
erated rendering technique. As such, it describes and demonstrates
how limitations of the human visual system can be used to accel-
erate rendering. Based on this three-step process, we propose the
following research questions, which structure this report:

• RQ1: What are the limitations of human visual perception?
• RQ2: How are these limitations modeled?
• RQ3: How are limitations used in current state-of-the-art meth-

ods to accelerate rendering?

Based on these research questions, we derive the following struc-
ture of the paper. We discuss the most important physiological and
perceptual aspects of human vision in Sec. 3. A coarse model of
the HVS is introduced to approach the most important parts of the
visual processing pipeline from a higher level. To answer RQ1,
we present relevant limitations of human visual perception and de-
rive methods to describe them. Moreover, we explain limitations
that have not been exploited so far but could be subject to fur-
ther research. In the course of answering RQ2, we present differ-
ent models that are commonly used within rendering systems to
describe the visual system at its early processing stages (Sec. 4).
Afterwards, we move to higher-level cognitive aspects such as vi-
sual attention and gaze prediction (Sec. 5). Such selective treatment
of visual signal processing in the brain mirrors the current state
of knowledge in visual perception. Early vision modeling is rela-
tively robust, while intermediate processing remains less explored
and cognitive aspects are mostly limited to visual saliency, the per-
ceptual property that makes some visual stimuli stand out from their
neighbors. Existing models for the latter generally focus on salient
image feature modeling (often akin to early vision understanding),
while volitional, task-driven aspects are notoriously more difficult
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Figure 1: Model of the HVS. High-level model of the basic compo-
nents responsible for human perception.

to handle. Answering RQ3, the main part of our work presents cur-
rent state-of-the-art methods that exploit known limitations of the
HVS. Techniques are divided into those entirely relying on per-
ceptual or attentional models (Sec. 6) and those that include active
measurements (Sec. 7), primarily gaze-tracking.

3. The Human Visual System and its Limitations

In this section, we describe the main principles of the HVS. Fol-
lowing the main approach taken in this paper, we highlight limita-
tions that can be applied to optimize rendering techniques (RQ1). A
model of the basic functions of the HVS is illustrated in Fig. 1. The
HVS model provides an overview of the different stages a visual
stimulus passes before it is processed and perceived by the user.
Detailed information on the HVS from a psychophysical point of
view can be found in the book by Adler et al. [AKLA11]. Follow-
ing Fig. 1 from top to bottom, light enters our eyes constituting two
data streams that enable us to process stereoscopic imaging over
a FOV that encompasses zones with different stimuli sensitivities.
The optical system passes the stimuli to the retina (the “sensor”),
which is connected to the visual pathways. This connection trans-
ports signals from the eye to the visual cortex, where different parts
of the brain are involved in processing and interpreting the signals
until a final mental representation of the environment is produced:
the image perceived by the user. In this process, memory as well
as attention play a key role. Below, we go through each compo-
nent of Fig. 1, discuss the findings regarding the physiological and
perceptual properties of the HVS and describe their limitations.

3.1. Optics

The HVS is characterized by several unique optical qualities that
are a result of both the position and shape of the eyes. With binoc-
ular vision and both eyes looking straight ahead, humans have a
horizontal FOV of almost 190◦. If eyeball rotation is included, the
horizontal FOV extends to 290◦ [HR95, p.32]. While the human
eye will receive visual stimuli over the full extent of the FOV, the
way stimuli are processed in different parts of the visual field is
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Figure 2: Retinal photoreceptor distribution. Image adapted from
Goldstein [Gol10b, p. 51]

highly affected by the spatially varying properties of the retina.
There are striking differences between central vision in compari-
son to the near and far periphery [CSKH90].

The distance between the pupils, the inter-pupillary distance
(IPD), results in two streams of visual stimuli from slightly dif-
ferent view points, which are combined in the brain by a process
called stereopsis and enable perception of depth also referred to as
stereo vision [Pal99, Chapter 5.3]. Depth perception is additionally
enabled by visual cues such as parallax, occlusion, color saturation
and object size [CV95, HCOB10].

An effect that is relevant to the spatial acuity of the HVS is
caused by the eye’s optics. It is known from sampling theory that
aliasing occurs if a signal contains frequencies higher than the ob-
server’s Nyquist frequency [Sha49]. In human vision, this under-
sampling effect occurs for spatial frequencies higher than approx.
60 cycles per degree (cpd) [Wan95, p.24]. A cpd is a unit to describe
spatial frequency. It is defined as one period in the alternating pat-
tern of black and white spaces (sinusoidal grating pattern) at the
projected size of 1 degree. However, the eye’s optics in the cornea
and lens act as a low pass filter with a cutoff frequency around
60 cpd. This way, the signal that cannot be properly sampled and
reconstructed is effectively removed through optical prefiltering.

The pupil is an additional important factor. With its adjustable
diameter of 2 to 8 mm [Gol10a], it serves as an aperture. This ad-
justment mostly affects sharpness of the image, as only about one
magnitude of light intensity difference (1 log unit) can be controlled
by the pupil. The eye’s adaptation to differences in brightness sen-
sation (dark and light adaptation) mostly takes place on the retina.

3.2. Sensor

Light that enters through the eye is projected onto the photosensi-
tive layer of the eye, the retina. This layer consists of two types
of photoreceptors; 6 · 106 cones and approximately 20 times as
many rods [Gol10b, p. 28]. Rods consist of only one type of light-
sensitive pigment and are responsible for the brightness sensation
in lower-light conditions (scotopic vision) by providing monochro-
matic feedback. Cones are divided into three types for differ-
ent wavelengths, namely L-cones (long wavelengths), M-cones
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Figure 3: Adaptation-dependent acuity. Spatial acuity increases
non-linearly from scotopic to photopic vision. Image adapted from
Ferwerda et al. [FPSG96].

(medium wavelengths) and S-cones (short wavelengths). They are
responsible for detailed color sensation (photopic vision). Photore-
ceptors of different types follow the distribution pattern shown in
(Fig. 2). The central area of the retina, the fovea (approx. 5.2◦

around the central optical axis), consists entirely of cones. Cone
density drops significantly with increasing eccentricities (the an-
gular distance to the optical axis) [CSKH90] past the parafovea
(approx. 5.2◦ to 9◦) and perifovea (approx. 9◦ to 17◦). These in-
ner parts constitute central vision, while areas further away are re-
ferred to as peripheral vision. The highest density of rods is approx-
imately 15−20◦ around the fovea. Their density drops almost lin-
early. Just as the rods and cones have different densities across the
retina, they have different spatial sampling distributions and follow
a Poisson-Disc Distribution pattern [Wan95, ch. 3] [Yel83]. The
density of cones is related to visual acuity, the “keenness of sight”.
Visual acuity of the eye drops significantly outside the small foveal
region, where humans are able to generate a sharp image (acuity is
already reduced by 75% at an eccentricity of 6◦). Visual acuity can
be expressed as minimum angle of resolution (MAR). Normal vi-
sion corresponds to 1 MAR, a measure describing that a feature size
of 0.5 minutes of arc is still visible [AKLA11, p. 627]. This mini-
mal feature size relates to a spatial frequency of a sinusoidal grating
pattern of alternating black and white spaces at 60 cpd. Models to
describe the spatial acuity of the eye can be found in Sec. 4.1.1.

There are further factors influencing this keenness of sight. Vi-
sual acuity also depends on the contrast of the stimuli. The acuity
limit is usually measured using a high contrast image or letter under
photopic luminance conditions, which corresponds to typical day-
light and display use cases. Moreover, the reduction of acuity de-
pends on the overall lighting. The reduction of perceivable spatial
detail under dimmed light is visualized in Fig. 3. The highest per-
ceivable spatial frequency of a sinusoidal grating pattern reduces
from ∼ 60 cpd at photopic levels down to 2 cpd for scotopic vision,
Fig. 3. In addition, contrast perception is affected [BSA91]. The
eye’s sensitivity to contrast can be described by a contrast sensi-
tivity function (CSF) for the spatial and temporal domain [Wan95,
p. 33]. The CSF is defined as the reciprocal of the smallest vis-

ible contrast expressed as a function of temporal and spatial fre-
quencies (Fig. 4 and Fig. 6). The measurements are usually per-
formed using sinusoidal grating patterns at different contrast lev-
els. The region under the curve is commonly called the window
of visibility [AKLA11, pp. 613–621]. The resolvable acuity limit
of (60 cpd) corresponds to the lowest contrast sensitivity value.
Very high (>60 cpd) and very low frequencies (<0.1 cpd) cannot
be perceived at all. While the upper limit can be explained by the
cone spacing and optical filtering, the lower limit cannot be directly
derived from the eye’s physiology [AKLA11, pp. 613–621]. Con-
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Figure 4: Spatial contrast sensitivity function (CSF). The CSF de-
notes the threshold contrast required for a given spatial frequency
of sinusoidal pattern to be perceivable (visually detectable). All
sinusoidal patterns with a contrast higher than the threshold are
placed in the window of visibility under the CSF curve. Image
adapted from Snowden [STT12, p. 115]

trast sensitivity depends on the number of neural cells responding
to the respective grating pattern [RVN78]. From the fovea to the
periphery, sensitivity decreases significantly at all frequencies. The
decrease is fastest for high frequencies [RVN78]. Commonly used
models for the CSF are presented in Sec. 4.1.2.

The varying distributions of rods and cones also affect the sensi-
tivity to colors in different parts of the visual field [NKOE83]. The
fovea is tuned to chromatic red/green stimuli, whereas those stimuli
are significantly less salient in the periphery. In contrast, only about
9% of our cones are responsible for the perception of blue, but they
are more spread outside the fovea. This leads to a relatively higher
sensitivity to blue colors in the periphery. Hence, contrast sensitiv-
ity also depends on the chromaticity of the stimulus. Blue/yellow
and achromatic stimuli result in a less-pronounced decrease in
terms of contrast threshold [Mul85]. The sensitivity to red-green
color variations decreases more steeply toward the periphery than
the sensitivity to luminance or blue-yellow colors. Besides the dif-
ferent densities of the cones, neural processes are also of impor-
tance in this context [HPG09]. Information on perceptually-driven
color models is given in Sec. 4.1.3.

Retinal photoreceptors have the ability to adapt to stark changes
in light intensity. While adaptation to bright lighting can occur
very rapidly, adapting to low-lighting conditions takes considerably
longer [Ade82, Bak49]. Adaptation influences the performance of
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the HVS, such as color perception, spatio-temporal contrast sen-
sitivity and the amount of perceivable detail [LSC04]. It enables
humans to perceive visual information robustly over seven orders
of magnitude of brightness intensities. However, we are not able
to see equally well at all intensity levels: Adaptation comes at the
expense of reduced acuity at lower light levels. During daytime,
contrast sensitivity is lower but visual acuity and color vision ex-
cel. Commonly used models to describe adaptation are presented in
Sec. 4.1.4. Similar to the drop of acuity with eccentricity that can
be observed in stereopsis, depth perception is significantly reduced
in the periphery [PR98].

3.3. Motor

Our eyes are constantly in motion. Six external muscles (extraoc-
ular muscles) allow precise and fast changes of the horizontal and
vertical orientation of the eye. The primary goal of moving the eyes
is to move the projection of the object of interest (OOI) onto both
foveæ, so that the focused object is perceived with high detail. This
mechanism allows exploration and scanning of the environment,
shifting attention from one object to another. In addition, the ex-
traocular muscles allow the eye’s lens to adjust and to set the OOI
into focus. The most important types of motion are saccades, the
vestibular-ocular reflex, smooth pursuit eye motion (SPEM), and
coupled vergence-accommodation motion. An excellent survey on
the properties and effects of human eye motion from a psychophys-
ical point of view is provided by Kowler [Kow11].

During head movements occuring during activities such as walk-
ing, the HVS uses acceleration information from the vestibular sys-
tem as well as information on the amount of head rotation and
retinal velocity information (optic flow) to keep the orientation of
the eyes aligned to the OOI. This vestibular-ocular reflex happens
quickly with a latency of 7-15 milliseconds and is robust for fast
head movements [AKLA11].

Humans constantly scan their environment. The most important
mechanisms in this context are saccades and fixations. Saccades
denote the motion when rapidly jumping from one OOI to another.
During a saccade, peak angular speeds of up to 900◦/s [FR84]
can be reached. At the same time, there is a dramatic decline
in visual sensitivity, which is referred to as saccadic suppres-
sion [VRWM78, WDW99, RMGB01]. As a result, during saccadic
eye movements, accurate visual information cannot be acquired.
In contrast, fixations describe the state and duration in which vi-
sual information is perceived while our gaze rests on an OOI. Fixa-
tion durations typically vary between 100 milliseconds and 1.5 sec-
onds [WDW99]. It is assumed that the duration of a fixation corre-
sponds to the relative importance and visual complexity of an area
in the visual field. If more information needs to be processed, fix-
ations typically take longer. When viewing a typical natural scene,
the HVS triggers around 2 to 3 saccades per second and the average
fixation time is about 250 milliseconds [KFSW09]. The spacing
between fixations is, on average, around 7◦ viewing angle. Main-
taining fixations at larger eccentricities (> 30◦) is uncomfortable
and usually results in a head rotation towards the target, followed
by a fixation at a lower, more comfortable eccentricity. While con-
sciously fixating on an object, the eye still performs tiny but impor-
tant movements known as tremor motion. This unconscious motion

refreshes the retinal image. Tests have shown that the perceived im-
age fades away if tremor motion is inhibited [AKLA11].

The unconsciously triggered tracking reflex when a moving ob-
ject attracts our gaze is called smooth pursuit eye motion (SPEM).
This motion enables the observer to track slow-moving targets so
that the object is fixated onto the fovea. Interestingly, small eye
movements up to 2.5◦/s have hardly any effect on visual acu-
ity [AKLA11]. Researchers have found that the peak velocity for
SPEM is around 100◦/s [WDW99]. However, the success rate de-
pends on the speed of the target and decreases significantly for an-
gular velocities > 30◦/s.

Stereopsis is highly entangled by vergence and accommodation.
In order to fixate an object, both eyes are required to simultane-
ously rotate into opposite directions (vergence). To focus on an ob-
ject, the eye adapts its lens and uses the pupil as an aperture. The
mechanical ability to compress and relax the lens is called accom-
modation [How12]. When the ciliary muscles at the front of the
eye tighten, the curvature of the lens and, correspondingly, its fo-
cusing power is increased. Accommodation describes the natural
counterpart of adjusting a camera lens so that an object in the scene
is set into focus. Importantly, this process happens unconsciously
and without any effort in less than a second at photopic illumina-
tion levels [Gol10a, p. 289]. Typically, stereoscopic displays affect
vergence by providing binocular disparity cues as a separate image
for each eye. Yet, as the images are shown on the screen, the eyes
focus on the screen’s distance. This results in a conflict, generally
known as the vergence-accommodation conflict [Gol10a, p. 1040].
Accommodation and vergence motions are coupled with the fixa-
tion process for binocular vision so that both eyes’ gaze aims at the
same point at a distance.

3.4. Processor

Retinal stimuli processing is followed by neural information pro-
cessing in the visual cortex of the brain. Corresponding to the
drop in the density of rods and cones, over 30% of the pri-
mary visual cortex are responsible for the central 5◦ of the visual
field, while the periphery is under-represented [JH91]. Cognitive
processing of images and perceptual differences between central
and peripheral vision have been targeted by perception research.
Thorpe et al. [TGFTB01] have shown that peripheral vision pro-
vides a rich source of information, crucial to the perception and
recognition of contrast features, objects and animals. Gilchrist et
al. [TGTT11] point out that the influence of color changes in the pe-
riphery is higher than that of orientation changes. Furthermore, the
HVS makes extensive use of contextual information from periph-
eral vision, facilitating object search in natural scenes [KKK∗14].
Thereby, preprocessing of visual stimuli probably occurs. There is
evidence that basic visual features (such as object size, color and
orientation) are pre-processed before actual attention is placed on
the object by moving it into central vision [WB97]. Hence, humans
may be aware of certain aspects of the scene content (shapeless
bundles of basic features) in the periphery but have to pay attention
on the shape to recognize its form and all its features.

Besides the process of stereopsis, the ability to interpret depth
cues in the visual input to improve stereo vision and the sense of
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spatial localization is highly entangled in the visual cortex. Depth
cues can be static (e.g., occlusion, perspective foreshortening, tex-
ture and shading gradients, shadows and aerial perspective) or
dynamic (e.g. motion parallax). Cues can also be obtained from
memory, such as for relative sizes of familiar objects [Gol10b, ch.
10] [Pal99, ch. 5.5] (Sec. 3.5). Moreover, depth cues are depen-
dent on the object’s distance to the eye and dominant cues may
prevail or compromise 3D scene interpretation [DRE∗11]. A phe-
nomenon that can only be observed with peripheral vision is known
as crowding. Objects become more difficult to recognize (rather
than to detect) if distracting stimuli surround them. Crowding is
studied by using well-defined stimuli such as letters or sine wave
patterns [Bou70, TGTT11]. The effect of crowding can also be ob-
served for more complex content such as faces [MM05] and com-
plex stimuli in natural images [RR07, DP08, BNR09].

Finally, vision is affected by cross-modal effects. In particular
VR systems often provide non-visual cues such as audio, vibration
or even smell. These effects have been studied in psychological
experiments on various interplays between cues [SS01,Pai05,SS03,
WP04]. When sensory channels are substituted or combined, some
implications occur: sensory channels are no longer seen as separate
channels but may affect each other through integration of sensory
signals inside multimodal association areas in the brain [Sut02, p.
36–64] [Pai05] [LN07].

3.5. Memory and Attention

The processing of visual information is highly dependent on knowl-
edge and patterns, stored in the memory. How such knowledge
is stored, is still being discussed. According to Smith and Koss-
lyn [SK13], a representation is a physical state that stands for
an object, event or concept, and must be constructed intention-
ally and carry information. Representations may encode informa-
tion in different forms, including those similar to images or feature
records, but also amodal symbols, and statistical patterns in neural
networks. These representations are connected: Different formats
work together to represent and simulate objects [SK13]. Moreover,
the brain preserves certain properties of the retinal image over time,
despite motion and varying occlusions [Yan95,LE13]. As noted be-
fore, there is also evidence that basic visual features such as color,
size and orientation are parsed and pre-processed before directing
the central gaze to them.

While attention is still not fully understood, research indicates
that it has three components: orienting to sensory events, detecting
signals for focused processing and maintaining a vigilant or alert
state [PB71]. Attention is important for processing visual stimuli
and search behavior [TG80]. It involves the selection of informa-
tion for further processing and inhibiting other information from
receiving further processing [SK07, p. 115]. Attention can occur
in information-processing tasks in various ways [WC97]: selective
attention is the choosing of which events or stimuli to process;
focused attention is the effort in maintaining processing of these
elements while avoiding distraction from other events or stimuli;
divided attention is the ability to process more than one event or
stimulus at a given point in time.

The focus of attention also affects perception on a cognitive

Figure 5: Cortical magnification. The cortical magnification maps
the small area of the fovea to a much larger area on the visual
cortex. Image adapted from Goldstein [Gol10a, p. 82]

level. A critical perceptual effect for certain tasks is the effect of
cognitive tunneling (or visual tunneling) and inattentional blind-
ness. Observers tend to focus attention on information from spe-
cific areas or objects. However, a strong cognitive focus on specific
objects leads to an exclusion/loss of information for parts in the
periphery of highly-attended regions.

Several studies conducted by Thomas et al. [TW01] were con-
cerned with the detection of perceptual differences and showed the
effects of visual tunneling during terrain rendering. Further stud-
ies showed the effects of visual tunneling as a dramatic decrease of
the size of the visual field and the loss of information in the user’s
peripheral vision [TW06, WA09, LMS10].

4. Perceptual Models

Perceptual models are commonly used in computer graphics to ap-
proximate functions and properties of the HVS by mathematical
descriptions. These models are used to steer perceptual rendering
algorithms and to judge the perceptual quality of images. In the
following, we present a selection of models that have been derived
from the HVS (RQ2) and are relevant for computer-graphics ap-
plications. These models can be either low-level, only describing
certain aspects of the HVS, or higher-level, describing an entire
system.

4.1. Low-level Models

Low-level models target very specific aspects of the HVS. In the
following, we will describe the most commonly used low-level
models to describe spatial acuity and the temporal resolution along
with brightness, contrast and color sensitivities of the HVS.

4.1.1. Spatial Sensitivity (Acuity)

One important aspect in perception-driven rendering is how the
acuity of the eye can be modeled. Acuity models are often used
to adapt image resolution and rendering quality based on the user’s
gaze (Sec. 7.2). Strasburger et al. [SRJ11] provide a historical sum-
mary and survey describing how the visual acuity drops for periph-
eral vision.
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Green [Gre70] shows that acuity differs from what may be ex-
pected from physical cone spacing at eccentricities > 2◦. Wey-
mouth et al. [Wey58] show that visual acuity decreases roughly lin-
early with eccentricity for the first 20− 30 degrees. Visual perfor-
mance decreases more rapidly for higher eccentricities [FWK63].
According to Weymouth [Wey58] and Strasburger et al. [SRJ11, ch.
3], when measured in terms of an MAR rather than acuity (its recip-
rocal), a linear model matches both anatomical data (e.g., receptor
density) and performance results on many low-level vision tasks.
Nonetheless, the slope of the MAR function is user-dependent and
cannot be precisely predicted [SRJ11, p. 19]. Acuity is also affected
by eye adaptation in very bright and dark areas and by eye mo-
tion and cognitive factors [Gol10a, p. 60]. Thus, any linear model
clearly remains an approximation. A motivation for the often-used
linear model has been provided through the concept of cortical
magnification by Whitteridge and Daniel [DW61], and Cowey and
Rolls [CR74]. The cortical magnification factor (CMF) M repre-
sents a mapping from the visual angle to a cortical diameter in mil-
limeters (Fig. 5). The magnification factor M is largest for those
areas corresponding to the fovea and decreases with eccentricity
for peripheral areas.

Resulting to the linear CMF, the M-scaling hypothesis claims
that performance degradation with eccentricity can be canceled out
by applying spatial scaling to stimuli. For example, to compensate
for the loss in acuity when trying to read letters in the periphery,
those letters just have to be enlarged in accordance to the linear
CMF to be equally readable again. This method has been success-
fully demonstrated by Cowey and Rolls [CR74] and motivated re-
searchers to unify fovea and periphery [SRJ11, ch. 3.1]. The M-
scaling concept is widely used to model the eccentricity falloff in
gaze-contingent rendering systems, presented in Sec. 7.2. Strong
supporters of the concept claimed that ”a picture can be made
equally visible at any eccentricity by scaling its size by the mag-
nification factor” [RVN78, p. 56]. However, other researchers have
pointed out difficulties of the M-scaling concept [WM78,BKM05]:
First, the linear CMF model only approximates the complexity of
the HVS, as peripheral vision is not a scaled-down version of foveal
vision [BKM05]. Second, several studies exist in which the CMF
concept is less convincing or clearly fails, such as stereo acuity,
two-point separation in the far periphery or contrast sensitivity for
scotopic vision [SRJ11, ch. 3.4]. In addition, due to variations in
the measurements for different visual tasks and to inter-individual
differences, it is still an open question whether M-scaling is also
applicable to near-foveal regions [SRJ11, p. 10].

4.1.2. Brightness and Contrast Sensitivity

Sensitivity to spatial contrast of the HVS is expressed by the con-
trast sensitivity function (CSF) [Sch56, AL73, AET96]. It can be
described by spatial parameters and the eye’s adaptation (Fig. 4).
However, for a complete model, the CSF also depends on eccen-
tricity, temporal effects and retinal velocity, making it a function
of an even higher order. Hence, various CSF models with various
degrees of freedom exist in the literature.

Mannos and Sakrison [MS74] propose a practical model for
achromatic and chromatic sensitivity:

cs fmannos( f ) = 2.6 · (0.0192+0.144 f )e−(0.114 f )1.1

where f is the spatial frequency of the visual stimulus in cpd.
A more elaborate mathematical model used in practice was de-
veloped by Barten [Bar99]. It takes spatial contrast sensitivity
for foveal and peripheral vision into account, along with an ex-
tension to the temporal domain. Another approach to describe
the CSF was introduced by Gervais et al. [GHR84]. The au-
thors fit splines to psychophysical data to derive the CSF. Daly
et al. [Dal98] use precomputed CSF data for a specific illumi-
nation level and support spatial frequency and retinal velocities.
Mantiuk et al. provide achromatic and chromatic CSF models fit-
ted to visibility measurements over an extended range of adapta-
tion luminance [MKRH11]. The latter is broadly used for image
quality assessment [VDSLD14, ASG15] and tone mapping oper-
ator (TMO) [YZWH12, HČA∗12, PM13, EMU15]. More details
on the CSF are given by Johnson and Fairchild [JF02] and by
Lukac [Luk12, p.17].

4.1.3. Color Sensitivity

The different sensitivities, distribution and densities of cone types
highly affect human color perception, the sensation of visible light
with wavelengths λ ranging from 390 to 750 nanometers. The most
commonly used color model in computer graphics is the additive
RGB model. This model additively combines the three primary col-
ors red, green and blue (r,g,b) that relate to the rods on the retina.
However, this model is not inspired by perception. The color-space
depends on the underlying device. This problem has been targeted
by a later standardization by the Commission Internationale de
l’Eclairage (CIE). CIE-RGB uses special reference colors for r, g
and b. Assigning these references became possible by determining
CIE-XYZ, a device independent and non-negative color-space.

A visible stimulus S depends on wavelength-dependent illumi-
nation I(λ) and object reflectance R(λ) [Luk12]. When a stimulus
is observed, the (L)arge, (M)edium and (S)mall-cones respond by
integrating energy over all wavelengths:

(L,M,S) =
∫ 750

390
l(λ),m(λ),s(λ))I(λ)R(λ)dλ,

where l(λ),m(λ), and s(λ) describe the spectral sensitivities of the
L-, M-, and S-cones. The CIE-XYZ was the first attempt to encom-
pass the retinal response of the HVS with the goal to cover all per-
ceivable colors with positive coordinates. CIE-XYZ is often used
in practice, but the color space is perceptually irregular, as is RGB,
HSV or many of the standard color spaces, and does not consider
the different sensitivities of the L, M and S cones. In these spaces,
e.g., the distance for perceptually equally-different green colors are
smaller than for red or blue. Perceptual color spaces (CIE-LAB,
CIE-LUV, CIEDE2000) are almost linear, and can be converted
from CIE-XYZ values. Within these color spaces, perceptual differ-
ences between any two colors are directly related to the Euclidean
distance. As the response of the cones cannot be measured directly,
the LMS color space was designed to directly relate to the spectral
responses of the LMS-cone types.

Several linear transformations from CIE-XYZ to LMS space
have been proposed based on empirical measurements, such
as the Hunt model, LLAB, CIECAM97s and CIECAM2000.
A detailed presentation of perceptual color models is given
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by Fairchild [Fai05], Gonzales et al. [GW07], and Lukac et
al. [Luk12]. Hering [Her20] developed the idea of color opponency
in 1892. He found that certain colors cannot be mixed, e.g., there is
no reddish green. This was later empirically validated [HJ57] and
proved beneficial in several image processing tasks [BBS09]. In-
terestingly, both CIE-LAB and CIE-LUV provide color opponency
in their color channels. Color highly affects the ability of the HVS
to perceive contrast. An early approach to account for the eye’s
sensitivity to different contrasts per wavelength and color used in
computer graphics was introduced by Mitchell [Mit87]. Contrast
is detected using separate, perceptually inspired thresholds for the
RGB colors. Other approaches in computer graphics such as Bolin
et al. [BM95, BM98], use a conversion to transform the CIE-XYZ
color space to a LMS space. The LMS values are used to detect the
regions that have strong perceivable contrasts. More information on
these approaches can be found in Sec. 6.2.

4.1.4. Adaptation Models

This process of reducing sensitivity of the HVS as light intensity
increases is known as light adaptation. Conversely, dark adapta-
tion describes the change of vision from brightness to darkness.
Adaptation allows for perceiving the environment over a high dy-
namic range (HDR) exceeding 24 f-stops [MMS15], where the il-
luminance reaching the sensor (retina) is doubled between two f-
stops. This adaptation means that the HVS can perceive visual stim-
uli with an illuminance of more than the 224-fold of the minimum
perceivable illuminance. The actual perceivable dynamic range de-
pends, however, on the peak brightness of a scene, which is very
limited on common low-dynamic range (LDR) displays. A TMO
provides models to approximate the appearance of high-dynamic-
range images on low-dynamic-range display devices or prints. In
the following, the most influential, perceptually-motivated oper-
ators are briefly described. Detailed information can be found
in the survey papers by Reinhard et al. [RWP∗10], Eilertsen et
al. [EUWM13], Fairchild [Fai15], and Mantiuk et al. [MMS15].
The TMO presented by Ferwerda et al. [FPSG96] globally sim-
ulates eye adaptation over time and modulates visual acuity and
color perception accordingly. The model is tuned by psychophysi-
cal measurements.

Durand and Dorsey [DD00] simulate adaptation over time. Their
TMO includes time-dependent chromatic, global adaptation, color
shift for scotopic conditions, flare rendering for light sources, and
sensitivity loss simulation for mesopic and scotopic conditions.
Pattanaik et al. [PTYG00] use exponential smoothing filtering for
global temporal adaptation simulation, whereas different models
are used for simulating cone and rod response. Like Ferwerda et
al. [FPSG96], Pattanaik et al. also utilize psychophysical mea-
surements for calibration. Ledda et al. [LSC04] propose a simple
physiological model of eye adaptation that approximates the lo-
cal photoreceptor response with a temporally adjustable sigmoid
curve. The time-dependent parameter is computed with respect to
the characteristics of rods and cones, which results in a simula-
tion of photopic, scotopic and mesopic vision conditions as well as
receptor bleaching and regeneration. The luminance difference be-
tween succeeding frames determines the adaptation rate. Krawczyk
et al. [KMS05] model temporal adaptation using an exponential
decay function. In addition, local contrast and optical aberrations

are calculated by taking the pupil size into account, resulting in
naturally-looking scenes. Benoit et al. [BAHLC09] present the
Retina model TMO including a local, biologically-inspired retina
model that enables spatiotemporal filtering with local cellular in-
teractions and temporal stability. Mantiuk et al. [MM13] propose
a real-time gaze-dependent tone mapping operator (GDTMO) by
including eye tracking into the rendering pipeline. The operator
simulates eye adaptation based on the fixation location. Tempo-
ral eye adaptation is controlled by the luminance of the gaze point
area. Recently, a complex GDTMO has been proposed by Jacobs
et al. [EJGAC∗15]. This operator simulates gaze-dependent global
adaptation over time as well as a variety of secondary perception
effects such as bleaching, mesopic hue shift, desaturation and tem-
poral noise under very dark illuminance conditions. The modeled
Purkinje effect shifts the luminous efficiency function from 555 nm
at photopic light levels to 507 nm at scotopic conditions, resulting
in a decreasing red-green perception [WS13, p.112]. In the inter-
mediate luminance range between 0.01 and 3 cd/m2 (mesopic vi-
sion), both rods and cones are active, which is most difficult to
model [WM14], but it is practically important as it overlaps with
luminace ranges of typical displays. Spatial acuity drops linearly
with log-luminance for mesopic and scotopic conditions. The TMO
by Jacobs et al. [EJGAC∗15] simulates acuity loss by Gaussian
blur with adaptive kernel sizes. Another model for the brightness
adaptation is presented by Vangorp et al. [VMGM15]. Their local
adaptation model is based on psychophysical measurements over a
high dynamic range display and predicts how the adaptation signal
is integrated in the retina.

Different areas on the retina need different times to adapt to new
lighting situations due to previous visual stimuli (simultaneous and
successive contrast) [ARH78]. When viewed simultaneously or in
quick succession, different objects having the same color seem to
have different colors when viewed e.g., in front of a different col-
ored background. Retinal photoreceptors take some time to refresh,
which leads to bleaching processes [GAMS05]. Hence, the image
stays locally “imprinted” in the visual system for some time, re-
sulting in perceivable afterimages. A corresponding model for real-
time applications is provided by Ritschel and Eisemann [RE12]. It
has been refined to model color transitions when the afterimage
disappears [MSR∗13]. After-image-like effects can also be used to
increase the perceived brightness of a light [ZC01]. Similarly, per-
ceived brightness, as well as perceived color can be altered by flick-
ering; an effect called apparent brightness. Recently, it has been
used to improve perceived color saturation of images beyond the
display capabilities [MCNV14].

4.1.5. Visual Masking

Another phenomenon affecting sensitivity is visual masking, which
happens when the perception of one stimulus, the target, is affected
by the presentation of another stimulus, called a mask. A good
overview and survey on physiological findings for visual masking
can be found in the work by Legge and Foley [LF80], Breitmeyer
and Ogmen [BO00] as well as Enns and Lollo [EDL00]. The ef-
fects of visual masking occur spatially and temporally (backward
masking). There are several methods that try to model visual mask-
ing. Spatial visual masking is typically modeled as a background
over which the target pattern is superimposed. A survey on im-
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age processing with information on visual masking can be found in
the work from Beghdadi et al. [BLBI13]. The non-linearity of vi-
sual masking as a function of contrast level is captured by a trans-
ducer function. Effectively this function models a hypothetical re-
sponse of the HVS to the input contrast, which is scaled in per-
ceptually uniform just noticeable difference (JND) units. By com-
puting a difference between the original and distorted signals ex-
pressed by means of the transducer in the JND units, the visibility
of distortion (the difference over 1 JND) as well as its magnitude
can immediately be derived. A simpler approach is to directly scale
the input contrast by the corresponding threshold value as derived
in the CSF that is elevated proportionally to masking signal con-
trast. In this case, non-linearities captured by the transducer func-
tion are ignored. Visual masking is widely used for image com-
pression [Wat93, HK97, ZDL02]. Wavelet-based approaches like
JPEG 2000 employ models for self-masking and spatial masking
within pixel neighborhoods. An overview of those models is given
by [ZDL02].

Since visual masking happens not only spatially but also tempo-
rally, similar masking models are widely used in video compres-
sion [AKF13]. Visual masking is commonly modeled in image and
video quality metrics as well. For example the Daly’s Visible Dif-
ferences Predictor (VDP) [Dal93] employs the simpler threshold
elevation approach, while the Sarnoff Visual Discrimination Met-
ric (VDM) [Lub95] is based on a transducer. Both approaches will
be discussed in more detail in Sec. 4.2.1 and are used from methods
in Sec. 6.1 and Sec. 6.2. Employing transducers is also common in
computer graphics applications in the image contrast [FSPG97] as
well as disparity [DRE∗11] domains.

4.1.6. Temporal Resolution

Besides spatial contrast sensitivity models, temporal changes may
have a strong effect on the visibility of a pattern. “The critical
flicker frequency (CFF, also flicker fusion frequency) describes the
fastest rate that a stimulus can flicker and just be perceived as a
flickering rather than stable” [AKLA11, p.700]. Fig. 6 shows the
estimated adaptation-dependent temporal sensitivity for different
retinal illuminance values at photopic levels with an achromatic
flickering stimulus. The retinal adaptation levels are measured in
Troland T = L cd

m2 · pamm2, taking the size of the pupil area pa
and the luminance L into account. In Fig. 6, temporal frequency
along the x-axis is plotted against the modulation ratio of the flick-
ering stimulus. The modulation ratio represents the extent that the
sinusoidally modulated light deviates from its average direct cur-
rent component [AKLA11, p. 705]. It can be seen that at low
frequencies modulation sensitivity is approximately equal for all
adaptation levels. For higher flicker frequencies, modulation sen-
sitivity strongly depends on retinal illuminance values. The tem-
poral CSF shown in Fig. 6 does not show the complete picture.
Many other properties result in deviation from the shown CSF be-
havior. Kelly [Kel61] compared chromatic flickering with achro-
matic stimuli and explore spatial contrast sensitivity in combina-
tion with temporal contrast sensitivity resulting in a spatio-temporal
CSF [Kel79]. The mathematical model can be used to describe how
a feature moving across the visual field also affects the perceptibil-
ity of detail, which leads to motion blur. If a light flickers faster
than the speed the HVS can resolve, we perceive the flashing light
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Figure 6: Temporal contrast sensitivity function (CSF) for differ-
ent retinal adaptation levels. Each curve represents the threshold
modulation ratio (percentage deviation of average value) of a just-
detectable flicker stimulus for a given adaptation level (in Trolands)
plotted against flicker frequency (in cycles per second, cps). Low
levels of retinal illuminance result in a low-pass CSF, whereas
higher levels reshape the CSF into a more band-pass curve. Image
adapted from Adler et al. [AKLA11, p. 705]

as stable rather than seeing a sequence of flashes. The CFF is de-
pendent on different features. For photopic lighting conditions the
CFF increases linearly with the logarithm of luminance of the flick-
ering light over a dark background (Ferry-Porter law) [Por02]. The
Granit-Harper law states that the CFF increases linearly with size
of the stimulus area [GvA30]. Rovamo and Raninen [RR88] have
shown that for constant stimulus size and luminance, the CFF in-
creases with eccentricities up to 55◦. Towards the far periphery,
the CFF decreases again. Hence, mid-peripheral vision has better
temporal resolution than foveal vision and far-peripheral vision. If
the CFF is plotted against the number of stimulated retinal gan-
glion cells, the resulting function is linear across all eccentrici-
ties [RR88]. This directly relates to the number of frames per sec-
ond we need to render in order to perceive an animation rather than
a sequence of individual images. A high number of frames com-
bats the flickering and decreases the motion-induced blur. There-
fore, temporal upsampling is often used to artificially increase the
frame rate [DER∗10].

One can ask if there is a dependency between the HVS’ ability
to detect motion and certain eccentricities. McKee [MN84] specifi-
cally looked at motion detection in the visual periphery. They con-
ducted several experiments showing that the peripheral visual field
has no special ability to detect motion; the threshold to detect mo-
tion and accelerations are not better in the periphery than in the
fovea. However, they are not worse either. Interestingly the thresh-
old to detect motion is much smaller than the MAR. This means
the peripheral visual field is as good as the fovea when it comes to
motion detection.

4.2. High-level Models

High-level models of the HVS try to model the entire human vi-
sual system to find a perceptual measure for the image quality and
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to detect perceptual differences. The most common image quality
metrics and the easiest to derive are full reference metrics, which
require the availability of a reference. Often the outcome of such
metrics is a measure of the overall perceptual difference and a map
that provides localized information about the strength of the dif-
ferences. While such metrics are sufficient for comparing different
rendering algorithms, it is challenging to use these metrics to guide
rendering. One option is to compare frames from the subsequent
rendering stages to gain an insight regarding the rendering conver-
gence. No-reference quality metrics can directly judge the quality
of single images, which makes them better suited for rendering ap-
plications. However, they usually provide less reliable predictions.
In the following sections, we describe representative full- and no-
reference image quality metrics in greater detail.

4.2.1. Full-Reference Metrics

Daly’s Visible Differences Predictor (VDP) [Dal93] introduces a
model of the HVS to compare two input images and derive a dif-
ference map. Each input image undergoes identical processing.
First, the retinal response and luminance adaptation are simulated.
Then, the images are converted into the frequency domain, where
CSF (Sec. 4.1.5) filtering is performed. This step scales pixel val-
ues into perceptually meaningful detection threshold units. Such
perceptually-scaled input images are decomposed into spatial and
orientation channels to account for per-channel visual masking
(Sec. 4.1.5). Per-channel differences are transformed into the prob-
ability of perceiving the differences by means of a psychometric
function and then accumulated in an aggregated difference map.
VDP is particularly sensitive in detecting image differences near
the visibility thresholds (Sec. 6.2). Since rendering artifacts, such as
Monte-Carlo noise, typically cannot be tolerated, VDP is a useful
tool for guiding such artifact suppression below the visibility level.
If the goal is to measure the magnitude of clearly visible (supra-
threshold) artifacts, the precision of VDP is limited.

Daly’s original VDP has been extended by various researchers.
Jin et al. [JFN98] and Tolhurst et al. [TRP∗05] extend the model
to consider the eye’s color sensitivities (Sec. 4.1.3). To this end,
they follow the color-opponent theory by Hering [HJ57] and use the
chromatic CSFs [Mul85,MS99] to process color information sepa-
rately. In practice, they first transform the input images into lumi-
nance, red-green, and blue-yellow channels, and then, apply VDP
separately to each of them using corresponding CSF. To compute
the final difference, the results from all channels are combined.

Mantiuk et al. [MDMS05] improve the prediction of perceivable
differences in HDR images (HDR-VDP). They integrate several as-
pects of high contrast vision, e.g., light scattering by the eye optics,
nonlinear light response for full-range luminance, and local adap-
tation. In particular, light scattering is important for HDR signals,
as strong light sources or highlights can lead to significant glare,
even for remote image regions. In a follow-up paper Mantiuk et
al. [MKRH11] introduce HDR-VDP2. It improves on the original
metric, among others, by using another visual model for varying
luminance conditions, derived from contrast sensitivity measure-
ments as performed by Barten [Bar99] (Sec. 4.1.2). Moreover, they
have calibrated and validated the model using several image qual-
ity and contrast databases. Swaffort et al. further improve HDR-

VDP2 by providing an image metric for gaze-contingent render-
ing quality [SCM15, SIGK∗16], which adds measurements for the
peripheral vision degradation at increasing eccentricities. The con-
trast sensitivity is thus decreased with visual eccentricity based on
a tuned model of the CMF. Narwaria et al. [NPDSLCP14] improve
the accuracy of HDR-VDP2 prediction by employing a compre-
hensive database of HDR images along with their corresponding
subjective ratings. The same group provides a quality measure for
HDR videos [NDSLC15]. This is based on a spatio-temporal anal-
ysis focused on fixation behavior when viewing videos. The perfor-
mance of the method is verified using a HDR video database and
their subjective ratings.

Despite VDP being widely used for various rendering systems
(Sec. 6.2) it is computationally expensive, due to the individual pro-
cessing of each band within the frequency domain [LMK01]. The
VDM [Lub95] is simpler, requires less computational effort and
GPU-based implementations are available [WM04]. In contrast to
VDP, where image filtering is performed in the frequency domain,
VDM uses convolutions and down-sampling in the spatial domain
only [Čad04, p. 18]. A transducer function (Sec. 4.1.5) is applied
to account for visual masking [BM98]. VDM derives two measures
from two input images. The first is a single measure of the JND.
The other is a map containing the locations of regions with a high
predicted visual difference. In contrast to VDP, VDM is an exam-
ple of a metric specifically designed to account for the magnitude
of supra-threshold image differences. However, this comes at the
expense of precision loss, when near threshold differences need to
be judged.

A metric specifically designed for realistic image synthesis and
inspired by VDP and VDM, was introduced by Ramasubramanian
et al. [RPG99]. Their metric tries to predict thresholds for detecting
artifacts and spends most computational effort in regions where the
visibility of artifacts is the highest. The metric models the adap-
tation processes, contrast sensitivity and visual masking. The key
idea is to precompute the most expensive metric components for
direct lighting as a per pixel contrast threshold elevation map. Such
a map is directly used to guide the costly computation of indirect
lighting. Similarly Walter et al. [WPG02] analyze texture informa-
tion to find tolerance for visual error. The tolerance can be stored
as a standard mip-map, along with the texture, and efficiently used
as a lookup table during rendering.

Ramanarayanan et al. [RFWB07] pointed out that, even though
some visible image differences can be predicted by VDP, they sim-
ply do not matter to human observers. They try to focus on vi-
sual equivalency and determine whether two images convey the
same impression regarding scene appearance. A couple of psycho-
physical experiments alongside with a validating study led to the
visual equivalence predictor (VEP) metric. Later, Křivánek et al.
[KFC∗10] investigated visual equivalence for instant radiosity (vir-
tual point light) algorithms and proposed a number of useful render-
ing heuristic, which were difficult to formalize into a ready-to-use
computational metric.

Vangorp et al. [VCL∗11] propose a perceptual metric for mea-
suring the perceptual impact of image artifacts generated by ap-
proximative image-based rendering methods. Considered artifacts
include blurring, ghosting, parallax distortions and popping. For
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the evaluation the authors generated viewpoint-interpolated image
datasets containing different levels of distortions and respective ar-
tifact combinations.

The metrics discussed so far are deeply rooted in advanced mod-
els of early vision in the HVS and are capable of capturing just visi-
ble (near threshold) differences or even measuring the magnitude of
such (supra-threshold) differences and scaling them in JND units.
The Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) index [WBSS04] is one of the
most popular and influential quality metrics in recent years. It em-
phasizes less on the precise perceptual scaling but is still sensitive
to the differences in the image brightness, contrast and structure.
In particular, the structure modeling component plays an important
role in achieving a high accuracy [ČHM∗12]. Since the HVS is
strongly specialized in learning about the scenes through extracting
structural information, it can be expected that the perceived image
quality can be well approximated by measuring structural similarity
between images.

Several other perception-based image and video quality met-
rics have been developed, e.g., the Moving Picture Quality Met-
ric (MPQM) [VdBLV96] and the Multi Scale Structural Similar-
ity Index Metric (MS-SSIM) [WSB03] (based on SSIM) using
structural similarities of the image at various scales. Other mod-
ern video quality metrics, such as the Visual Information Fidelity
(VIF) index [SB05], rely on natural-scene statistics and employ an
information-theoretic approach to measure the amount of informa-
tion that is shared between pairs of frames. A survey on video qual-
ity metrics can be found in the work by Wang [Wan06].

The above metrics work assume that both reference and test im-
ages are perfectly aligned. However, human perception compen-
sates for geometric transformations. For example, we can easily
tell that an image is identical to its rotated copy. Kellnhofer et
al. [KRMS15] present a metric that quantifies the effect of trans-
formations not only on the perception of image differences but also
on saliency and motion parallax.

Cadik et al. [ČHM∗12] compare a large number of state-of-
the-art image quality metrics, including the discussed SSIM, MS-
SSIM, HDR-VDP2, and evaluate their suitability for detecting
rendering artifacts. The conducted user experiments show that
the most problematic features for existing metrics are exces-
sive sensitivity to brightness and contrast changes, calibration for
near visibility-threshold distortions, lack of discrimination between
plausible/implausible illumination and poor spatial localization of
distortions for multi-scale metrics. Based on these observations, the
authors have developed a test data set to allow for the development
of further improved metrics.

The current trend is to employ deep machine learning methods
to derive full reference metrics [ZK15, ZWF16, APY16]. So far,
the existing metrics are generally successful in predicting the mean
opinion score (MOS) value, i.e., a single number that characterizes
the overall image quality, without producing detailed error maps.
While in terms of the computation performance such metrics can
be a viable option for rendering applications, it remains to be seen
how they will perform in such contexts.

Figure 7: Example for a no-reference metric. No-reference met-
rics derive a measure (b) of perceived image quality based on a
single image (a). Results can be close to ground truth (c) often
determined in psychophysical experiments. Image from Herzog et
al. [HČA∗12]

4.2.2. No-Reference Metrics

All of the above models are comparative approaches that assume
the reference image is given as an input. However, in a vast majority
of computer graphics applications, the goal is to synthesize a new
image. In such a situation, the reference image is missing, and it is
desirable to have a method that can blindly estimate the quality of
the image or an animation sequence (Fig. 7).

Chandler and Hemami [CH07] quantify the visual fidelity of nat-
ural images based on near-threshold and supra-threshold properties
of human vision. Their Visual Signal-to Noise Ratio (VNSR) first
uses contrast thresholds for detection of distortion and wavelet-
based models of visual masking and visual summation to deter-
mine whether the distortions are visible. If the distortion is above
the threshold, a second stage uses low-level vision models and ac-
commodates different viewing conditions and contrasts to compute
the final VSNR value.

Stokes et al. [SFWG04] try to predict the perceptual importance
of the indirect illumination components with respect to image qual-
ity by conducting a series of psychophysical experiments. Their
idea is based on the observation that the different direct and indi-
rect illumination components are likely to be not equally important
with respect to their contributions to the visual quality. Their met-
ric is solely based on simple measures of scene reflectances that are
gathered during computation of the direct illumination component.
Hence, a lightweight progressive update during the integration of
the indirect illumination component is possible. The proposed met-
ric cannot detect local artifacts, which would sometimes be desir-
able for local image enhancement.

Such local error maps, as shown in Fig. 7b, are generated
by the no-reference metric NoRM as proposed by Herzog et
al. [HČA∗12]. They use a machine learning system, trained with
various types of rendering artifacts that are locally marked by the
subjects in a perceptual experiment. At both the training and error
prediction stage, they actively use feature descriptors based on 3D
scene information (Fig. 8-top row) to compensate for the lack of a
reference image. They also employ low-level models of the HVS
to predict the perceived strength of rendering artifacts in the error
map (Fig. 7b).

Since it is difficult to built a general-purpose no-reference qual-
ity metric, a number of attempts have been made to focus on
specific artifacts such as ghosting [BLL∗10] or camera-shake
blur [LWC∗13] that cause specific and relatively easy to isolate
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Figure 8: NoRM – training [HČA∗12]. An example scene from the
data set used to train a Support Vector Machine (SVM) to derive the
no-reference metric NoRM. Each case consists of a reference color
image and a test image with different rendering artifacts. Moreover,
explicit 3D scene information that is readily available in rendering
such as the depth and diffuse material/texture buffers are employed.
Image from Herzog et al. [HČA∗12]

changes in the image signal. Similar to NoRM, Support Vector
Machine (SVM) and other classic machine learning techniques
have been employed to derive a number of no-reference met-
rics that typically rely on natural image statistics and are focused
on predicting various incarnations of noise and compression arti-
facts such as ringing, blur or blocking [MB10] (refer also to the
work by Liu et al. [LWC∗13] for a more complete survey). De-
parts from the natural image statistics can be analyzed to judge
the image “naturalness” [MMB12]. Similar to the full-reference
metrics (Sec. 4.2.1), deep machine learning might provide a vi-
able tool for robust, no-reference artifact detection in the years to
come [BMWS16, KYLD14, BCNS16].

5. Attentional Models

Stimulus salience, or saliency, refers to the visual “attractiveness”
or importance of parts of the environment. Attentional models are
used to determine this saliency, i.e., what draws attention and what
fixates a viewer’s gaze in a scene. We previously defined attention
in Sec. 3.5 as a visual selection process. In this section, we present
an overview of the most common and successful models to describe
attention. Based on psychophysical literature, saliency models can
be subdivided in bottom-up and top-down models: saliency mod-
els are either driven by basic visual stimuli of the HVS such as
contrast, edges or boundaries (bottom-up) or by the task and inten-
tion of the subject understanding the scene (top-down). Attention
can be guided by information stored in so-called pre-attentive ob-
ject files - in particular new objects may attract attention [WB97].
Stimulus saliency modulates pre-attentive processing speed in the
human visual cortex [TZGM11]. Furthermore, pre-attentive object
files that are created before actual attention is placed upon an object
may direct eye scan movements in conscious attentive processing
of information [PRC84, PRH90] and have often be used to predict
fixation locations [JDT12, VDC14, BJD∗15]. Methods for visual

attention modeling and gaze prediction model common gaze prop-
erties and try to estimate from an image or video where fixations
will be placed in a scene.

A strong interrelationship exists between pre-attentive object
files and saliency: pre-attentive segmentation (the process of cre-
ating ”figural units”) is based either on perceptual grouping (object
shapes are integrated with surface details) or saliency [Edw09, pp.
57–59]. Saliency is generally recorded in saliency maps, in which
the probability that a certain image region is actually observed is
encoded. This is often visualized as a greyscale image or heat map.
Inspired by feature integration theory [Tre88], the saliency map can
be thought of as a summary of the conspicuities of all visual stimuli.
Visual saliency may directly be learned from large amounts of eye
tracking data [ZK13]. Visual perception research has discovered
gaze patterns that are common for healthy adult humans, although
differences exist between cultural environments [CBN05] and gen-
der [VCD09, SI10]. Humans are similarly attracted by faces and
objects that are located in the line of sight of such faces [Gol10a,
p.823]. Analyzing scan paths using active eye tracking has revealed
many more similarities [CW11, p. 160]. Recent survey papers on
visual attention modeling have been provided by Scholl [Sch01]
and Borji and Itti. [BI13].

5.1. Bottom-up Saliency Models

Bottom-up models are motivated by the feature integration theory
for early vision [Tre88]. In this theory, salience of a stimulus is only
affected by low-level features such as color, orientation, brightness
and contrast of the stimulus. Individual stimulus features are added
linearly resulting in a normalized saliency map (Fig. 9b). How-
ever, the bottom-up perspective is not sufficient for prediction of
the actual sequence of fixations known as the scan path and fixa-
tion duration since selective attention is not just based on low-level
features [OTCH03,HBCM07]. According to bottom-up theory, the
detection of objects across the visual field is assumed to be sub-
conscious and does not depend on attention (pre-attentive process-
ing) [WDW99].

The predominant, biologically inspired bottom-up model was
provided by Itti and Koch [IKN98]. The model measures local
center-surround contrast on different scales, simulating the recep-
tive fields of ganglion cells in the retina and neurons in the vi-
sual cortex. This model can be quickly evaluated, allowing for
real-time computation of saliency. Based on this model, various
models that target different aspects of human visual system have
been developed. They investigate the following aspects: depth, mo-
tion, proximity and habituation components [LDC06], high edge
density regions [MRW96], low frequency edges [MVOP11], lumi-
nance contrast [PN03], low-level saliency features and central vi-
sion bias [HKP07], binoculuar disparity [JOK09], local contrast,
orientation and eccentricity [OPPU09] and blurriness [MDWE02].

5.2. Top-down Saliency Models

Top-down methods model scene understanding based on the obser-
vation that humans are biased towards object features while per-
forming particular tasks [NI07]. Hence, top-down attention mod-
els commonly introduce a visual feature bias with respect to
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 9: Bottom-up and top-down saliency. Given input image (a)
the method by Harel et al. [HKP07] based on bottom-up saliency
can predict fixations in a free-viewing task (b). Top-down prediction
in a visual search task for the teapot can result in (c).

known objects in the scene [MTT04]. The saliency methods briefly
summarized in this section derive scene knowledge from figure-
background segmentation [FWMG15], face detection [VJ04], per-
son detection [FMR08], object detection [CHEK08] or manually
defined task-specific location bias [CCW03] (Fig. 9c).

Top-down gaze prediction is usually combined with bottom-
up approaches in order to derive the overall salience of a pixel,
resulting in higher prediction accuracy for task-based scenarios.
Various models have been developed, addressing the following
aspects: task related feature values [IK01], color opponent im-
ages and task information [GVC03], importance map for task-
relevant objects combined with a bottom-up saliency computation
step [SDL∗05], edge intensities of detected objects [WK06], visual
distractors [NI07], gaze behavior for natural scenes including face
detection [CHEK08], task and scene-dependent cues [JEDT09] and
the usage of probabilistic methods [HHQ∗13].

Recently, deep convolutional networks trained on large image
data sets have shown impressive improvements in fixation predic-
tion [VDC14,KTB14,KAB15]. In comparison to dedicated feature
detectors, trained networks can model the influence of high-level
features (faces, text) and abstract features such as popout better.
Kümmerer et al. [KTB14] reuse existing neural networks to de-
crease the computational effort in creating a network for saliency
prediction. Kruthiventi et al. [KAB15] introduced location-biased
convolutional filters, which enables the deep network to learn
location-dependent patterns of fixations such as the center bias ob-
served by Judd et al. [KAB15].

Apart from those learning-based approaches, findings in cog-
nitive science remain important to improve modern high-level
saliency predictors. Koulieris et al. [KDCM14a] make use of
the scene schema hypothesis [HH99] and the singleton hypothe-
sis [TG02] to improve saliency prediction. The scene schema hy-
pothesis states that a scene is comprised of objects we expect to
find in a specific context. Salient objects that are not expected in
a scene, e.g., a lawn mower in the kitchen, have a high salience.
The singleton hypothesis is based on the observation that the HVS
is more sensitive to features that are singular across the field of
view and suppresses prevalent features [Wol94]. Hence the single-
ton hypothesis states that the viewer’s attention is drawn by stimuli
that are locally unique and globally rare. In this context, Frintrop et
al. [FWMG15] showed that, in combination with a top-down com-
ponent, the bottom-up model by Itti and Koch [IKN98] is still com-
petitive with other computationally more complex methods.

5.3. Attention Model Quality

Attention models for passive gaze prediction do not provide ex-
act solutions. In terms of accuracy, fixations from saliency maps
are not comparable to active gaze tracking. However, knowing
the approximate gaze location may be sufficient for some appli-
cations. The prediction accuracy for bottom-up saliency is typi-
cally evaluated by a free-viewing task in which participants look
at photographs and watch videos for the very first time [JDT12].
However, there is some controversy about the role of bottom-
up versus top-down mechanisms in the context of gaze predic-
tion [JDT12, VDC14, BJD∗15]. Free-viewing experiments assume
controlled conditions to be comparable, which is difficult to achieve
since participants may be biased by cognitive load when perform-
ing the tests.

The influence of the task on bottom-up saliency prediction
has been the focus of a variety of studies, looking into the
following aspects: the irrelevance of low-level features in rela-
tion to a certain task that may be affect in inattentional blind-
ness [CCW03, MR98] (Sec. 3.5), fixation and saccade differences
between task-based tests and free-viewing experiments, compar-
ing bottom-up saliency [IKN98] vs. top-down saliency showing
that saliency is a much better predictor if the user’s task is known
[NI02, SC06], the overriding of low-level features in top-down
mechanisms in task-based scenarios, increasing the relevance of
bottom-up saliency maps [ERK08] and the existence of stimuli that
capture the attention irrelevance of tasks [KSR∗03]. In several other
studies, the overall results have also been confirmed for natural
scenes [GVC03,SU07,STNE15]. Judd et al. [JDT12] indicated that
there is no single method equally suitable for all types of scenes and
situations, with accuracy significantly increasing with an additional
face detection step. They also find that the ground truth gaze data
from two observers already gives more accurate results than the
best tested bottom-up gaze predictors. Later benchmarks using dif-
ferent metrics show that, for free-viewing tasks, saliency prediction
based on convolutional networks learned from gaze-labeled natural
images often outperforms traditional “hand-crafted” saliency pre-
dictors [VDC14, KWB14, BJD∗15].

Saliency prediction seldom results in a single, distinct salient
region. To estimate the sequence of fixation locations of an ob-
server is therefore a much more difficult problem and has largely
been ignored in saliency research [NSEH10]. Scene-viewing mod-
els have primarily been designed to predict potential fixation loca-
tions. Henderson et al. [HBCM07] confirm that scan paths gen-
erated by bottom-up saliency maps do not correlate well with
ground truth. Apparently, when performing a saccade, humans are
biased towards making horizontal or vertical saccades. Le Meur
et al. [LMC16, OLME16] exploit this bias in combination with
bottom-up feature detection, resulting in a saccadic model for free-
viewing scenarios. The authors make use of their model in a method
for spatial fixation prediction and scanpath generation. While the
previous method is optimized for simulating spatial eye motion,
the saccadic model by Trukenbrod and Engbert predicts fixation
durations by combining a task timer, randomly timed saccades and
inhibition effects, varying the fixation time with respect to foveal
processing effort [TE14]. Nuthmann et al. [NSEH10, NH12] sig-
nificantly improved computational modeling of fixation durations
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for scene viewing, by using an algorithm to automatically compute
scan paths, including gaze locations, fixation durations, and inhi-
bition of return. Furthermore, Further research present approaches
for extracting the scan path from a given video using machine learn-
ing on gaze data in combination with a perceptually inspired color
space [BDK∗06, DMGB10, DVB12].

In summary, most successful saliency models balance the com-
plex interaction of low-level and high-level processes in visual
perception. Deep learning using convolutional neural networks
have initiated a new direction for saliency estimation to obtain
high model complexity. Yet, robust, accurate, fast and tempo-
rally stable scan path prediction remains a topic of ongoing re-
search [VDMB12, VDC14, HLSR13, NE15].

6. Model-based Perceptual Approaches

In this section, we discuss work that directly makes use of the per-
ception (Sec. 4) and attention models (Sec. 5) without consider-
ing any active measurements such as eye tracking. We present how
these models can be used to accelerate rendering (RQ3), either by
simplifying the models to be rendered or by adapting the sampling
based on the characteristics of the HVS.

6.1. Scene Simplification

Reducing the complexity of a scene accelerates rendering. This
is done by culling invisible objects, adapting object details or by
directly employing multiple representations, at a different level-
of-detail (LoD), e.g. by reducing the number of polygons. How-
ever, perceptual appearance needs to be preserved to avoid vi-
sual artifacts such as popping or flickering geometry. Even though
beyond the scope of this report, semi-automatic LoD techniques
allow for manual guidance of mesh simplification by identify-
ing and weighting mesh regions considered critical to percep-
tion [PS03,KG03,HLC∗06,GGC∗09]. Historically, most automatic
methods either rely on perceptual (Sec. 4) or on attentional and
saliency-based models (Sec. 5). However, in recent years, methods
for geometric simplification have begun to blur the lines by com-
bining knowledge from perceptual and attentional models in single
systems.

Early approaches use rendered images and compare them to sim-
plification candidates using perceptual models to guide LoD selec-
tion and generation [Red97, LT00, LH01]. These approaches are
coupled to visual acuity (Sec. 4.1.1) and CSF models, e.g., the
one described by Mannos and Sakrison (Sec. 4.1.2). An overview
of such LoD methods can be found in the book by Luebke et
al. [Lue03, pp. 264–278]. Similar to the above methods, Scoggins
et al. [SMM00] present an approach that transforms images to the
frequency domain to develop a relationship between sampling rate,
viewing distance, object projection, and the expected image error
caused by LoD approximations. LoD selection can be matched with
perceptual limits using the CSF model by Mannos and Sakrison
(Sec. 4.1.2). All of these systems try to measure the perceived qual-
ity of the output based on image contrast and the spatial frequency
of the resulting LoD changes. However, they do not look specifi-
cally at textures and effects caused by dynamic lighting.

Williams et al. [WLC∗03] extend these approaches to esti-
mate the degradation of textures and lighting changes. Their tech-
nique creates view-dependent LoD representations, sensitive to sil-
houettes, underlying texture content and illumination, and sim-
plifies regions of imperceptibly low contrast first. Drettakis et
al. [DBD∗07] and Qu and Meyer [QM08] (Fig. 10) further improve
on Williams et al. by incorporating visual masking (Sec. 4.1.5).
Qu and Meyer [QM08] speed up this computationally demanding
process by using a pre-processing step that computes an impor-
tance map which indicates the visual masking potential of a sur-
face. Here, they use a model derived from JPEG 2000 (Sec. 4.1.5)
and the Sarnoff VDM (Sec. 4.2). However, image space metrics
are computationally involved and resolution-dependent. Therefore,
Menzel and Guthe [MG10] contribute by presenting a method to
move the error computation from image-space to vertex space. The
authors perform LoD evaluation by measuring changes in contrast,
curvature, and lighting, as well as the effect of visual masking.

Several high-level perceptual metrics exist to compare the visual
quality of an image to ground truth data (Sec. 4.2). A couple of
those metrics have been used to generate LoDs by rendering an
comparing degenerated models. An extensive overview of investi-
gated metrics applied to mesh compression and mesh watermark-
ing is given in the reports from Corsini et al. [CGEB07, CLL∗13].
Choosing the strategy and metric in terms of perception is still
under research. Cleju and Saupe [CS06] evaluate metrics predict-
ing quality differences of meshes at different LoDs. They find
evidence that common image-based metrics perform better than
geometry-based metrics. Schwarz and Stamminger [SS09] pro-
pose rendering the image twice at successive LoDs and then de-
termining whether the LoD switch is visible due to undesired
popping artifacts. Guo et al. [GVBL15] study the visibility of
LoD distortions by asking subjects to mark perceivable distor-
tions on a mesh. The derived ground truth is used to evaluate dif-
ferent error metrics. In the study, perception-based metrics out-
perform purely geometry-based approaches. Recently, Lavoué et
al. [LLV16] concluded that purely image-based metrics including
HDR-VDP2 (Sec. 4.2) perform sub-optimally. Based on these ob-
servations, Nader et al. [NWHWD16a, NWHWD16b] perform an
experimental study of the HVS’ low-level properties and derive a
contrast sensitivity and contrast masking function. These can be
used to identify a super threshold when vertex changes on a 3D
mesh become visible, so that a JND profile can be computed on the
mesh to guide a simplification algorithm.

Besides such measures based on low- and high-level vision mod-
els, geometry can be simplified while trying to preserve salient
features of the mesh using attention mechanisms. Those parts
that are likely to draw attention should be degraded more slowly
(Sec. 5). An early approach for automatic LoD generation and se-
lection based on attentional models is proposed by Horvitz and
Lengyel [Eri97]. The authors evaluate the trade-off between the
high-resolution mesh’s visual quality and computational savings
using a cost-function-based on mesh degradation and a probabil-
ity distribution over the attentional focus of the viewer. Lee et
al. [LVJ05] make use of a top-down attention model (Sec. 5.2)
to preserve salient mesh features defining mesh saliency. A strong
change in curvature is considered to result in high local saliency.
For mesh simplification mesh reduction is steered by evaluating
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Figure 10: Perception-based mesh simplification by Qu and Meyer
[QM08]. For a textured model (a) visual masking is evaluated
(d). Compared to traditional simplification (b) including visual
masking enables stronger simplification without affecting perceived
mesh quality (c). Image from Qu and Meyer [QM08]

such a geometric saliency. For partial shape matching of meshes,
Gal et al. [GCO06] define the mesh saliency as a function of geo-
metric features and determined by clustering regions of high cur-
vature relative to their surroundings, and a high variance of curva-
ture values. Lavoué [Lav07] presents an extended curvature-based
measure for model roughness and shows how mesh saliency can be
applied to compute the visual masking potential of the geometry.
Later, a study by Kim et al. [KVJG10] confirmed that mesh saliency
better describes human fixations than random models of eye fixa-
tion, validating the importance of the local curvature measure. The
approach by Wu et al. [WSZL13] extends the ideas by looking at
two more aspects: Local contrast and global rarity based on the
singleton hypothesis (Sec. 5.2). The authors introduce a multi-scale
shape descriptor to estimate saliency locally, and in a rotationally
invariant way. Yang et al. [YLW∗16] combine mesh saliency with
texture contrast resulting in saliency texture, which is used to sim-
plify textured models (Fig. 11).

Ramanarayanan et al. [RFWB07] do not reduce the complex-
ity of the model by geometric means; they reduce the complex-
ity of the materials. Based on their VEP metric (Sec. 4.2), the au-
thors show that the complexity of certain maps and materials can be
greatly reduced when rendering Lightcuts [WFA∗05] and Precom-
puted Radiance Transfer [NRH04], without sacrificing the visual
appearance. The system by Koulieris et al. [KDCM14b] provides
an LoD approach for materials, building upon the ideas of their
high-level saliency predictor [KDCM14a] and extended by using
object-intrinsic and contextual information (Sec. 5.2). The first type
of information accounts for the fact that an object pops out if it is
rotated in a way that violates its expected posture. The latter pro-
vides a measure of its contextual isolation, i.e., is a specific object
showing in parts of the scene where you would not typically expect
it in accordance to the scene schema hypothesis (Sec. 5.2). This
allows for continuous adaptation of material quality.

Only few systems make use of cross-modal effects. Such a sys-
tem was presented by Grelaud et al. [GBW∗09]. They use both
audio and graphics to guide LoD selection, and jointly adapt audi-
tory and visual quality. Besides the limited knowledge in systems
that rely on similar effects, the boundaries of perceptual and at-
tentional models are further blurred by coupling low-level knowl-
edge of the HVS to attentional models. Moreover, improvements
on LoD systems for high-level scene properties, e.g., materials and

the incorporated lighting, will further improve on reduction rates
and quality.

6.2. Adaptive Sampling

In this section, we explore the field of adaptive sampling in ren-
dering. Modifications of the originally uniform sampling process
may happen at (sub-)pixel level as well as at image level. While
the former methods are mainly concerned with reducing aliasing,
the latter may also take higher-level perceptual properties into ac-
count, making it possible to adaptively sample an image plane
based on knowledge about low- and high-level models of the HVS
and saliency estimates.

6.2.1. (Sub-)Pixel Level

As rendering is a sampling process, aliasing is an inherent issue. It
is beneficial to specifically design anti-aliasing (AA) methods by
taking perceptual aspects into account. A general overview of AA
can be found in the work from Maule et al. [MCTB12]. Super-
sampling the image plane is computationally demanding. More-
over, regular sampling patterns can lead to artifacts such as Moiré
patterns or temporal flickering; artifacts to which the eye is highly
sensitive. The spectral properties of the spatial distribution of the
photosensitive cells on the retina (Sec. 3.2) suggest turning regular
patterns in less perceivable high-frequency noise. It is often bet-
ter to sample using a random, pseudo-random or non-uniform pat-
tern [DW85]. However, an efficient random (re-)sampling of indi-
vidual pixels is not possible with rasterization, which is always tied
to a fixed resolution. Therefore, several strategies using pseudo-
random patterns [AM03, HAML05, JGY∗11] and temporally jit-
tered pixel locations [HA90] have been developed.

Methods that can adaptively resample an image in areas that
matter most, such as ray tracing, are well-suited for perception-
driven rendering. An early approach involving perceptual aspects
was introduced by Mitchell et al. [Mit87]. After initially sampling
the image plane with one sample per pixel, a simple error met-
ric using contrast thresholds for the RGB color values is used to
guide a resampling process (Sec. 4.1.3). More samples are gener-
ated for regions that expose a large error. Painter and Sloan [PS89]
presented hierarchical adaptive stochastic sampling for ray tracing
that worked in a progressive manner. They stop if drawing further
samples is below a supra-threshold for the user. Other work in the
field focuses on the change in the acuity of color perception with
increasing eccentricities [ML92]. Bolin and Meyer [BM95] use a
ray tracer that transforms images into the frequency domain. It is
coupled to an adaptive quadtree in image space and a simple vi-
sion model, that controls were new rays are cast by accounting
for the perception of colors and frequency of the content within
each image block (Sec. 4.1.3). Bolin and Meyer [BM98] extend
their work by developing a more elaborate adaptive sampling algo-
rithm, based on a simplified model of Sarnoff’s VDM (Sec. 4.2).
Jin et al. [JIC∗09] and Shevtsov et al. [SLR10] propose adaptive
supersampling schemes for efficient ray tracing on many-core ar-
chitectures such as GPUs and an SIMD friendly version for CPUs.
After an initial sampling step, a discontinuity detection performs a
pair-wise computation of gradients based on luminance or per color
channel, similar to Mitchell et al. [Mit87].
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Figure 11: Mesh saliency method by Yang et al. [YLW∗16]. The approach takes a textured mesh (a),(b) and measures local geometric entropy
(c), color and intensity (d). The features are combined into a final saliency map (e) used to produce a simplified textured model (f). Image
from Yang et al. [YLW∗16]

Efficient (re-)sampling of individual pixels is hardly possible
using rasterization and less interesting due to the raw processing
power of modern rasterization piplines. Hence, there are no meth-
ods that allow for selectively (re-)sampling individual pixels. How-
ever, it could be interesting to couple perception-based insights
to post-processing approaches, where the final aliased image is
filtered by finding and cleverly blurring jagged edges in image-
space [JGY∗11, JESG12].

6.2.2. Image Level

While AA usually works at the pixel/subpixel level, adaptive sam-
pling may happen on a higher level by considering more than just
the individual pixels when guiding the sampling process (selective
rendering). Methods from the field of selective rendering take per-
ceptual implications of the generated image into account, allow-
ing more computational effort to be put into important regions of
an image. Perception-critical regions are determined by looking for
salient features. Selective rendering is mostly used as a flexible ren-
dering method in ray tracers to steer the number of samples per
pixel or recursion depth. A common goal is to obtain an image that
is perceptually indistinguishable from a fully converged, but expen-
sive, rendering solution.

Myszkowski et al. [Mys98, HMYS01] use the VDP (Sec. 4.2.1)
as an image metric to selectively stop rendering in a Monte-Carlo
path tracer for global illumination rendering. In another approach,
Farrugia et al. [FP04] make use of a perceptually inspired metric
based on eye adaptation for a progressive rendering method that
allows global illumination computation to be stopped early. Yu et
al. [YCK∗09] analyze the influence of visibility approximations on
the perception of global illumination renderings. They conduct a
study on the perceived realism of scenes rendered with imperfect
visibility, (directional) ambient occlusion and another study where
renderings using visibility approximations are compared to refer-
ence renderings. The authors conclude that using appropriate visi-
bility approximations leads to results that are perceived as realistic
despite perceptible differences between approximate and reference
renderings. Jarabo et al. [JES∗12] take a closer look at the impor-
tance of accurate lighting and its effect on perceived realism when
rendering crowds. They employ an approximation based on spheri-
cal harmonics, which is used to compute a temporal interpolation of
the full radiance transfer matrix. The essential factors influencing
scene fidelity found by the authors are geometric complexity, the
presence or absence of color, the movement of individual crowd en-
tities and the movement of the crowd as whole, in accordance with
the effects of crowding (Sec. 3.4). Dachsbacher [Dac11] shows how

the analysis of visibility configurations can be used for adapting the
sampling process in ray tracing, improving perceptually motivated
level-of-detail approaches in real-time rendering and extending vis-
ibility classifications in radiosity methods. To determine the kernel
size of the density estimation kernel (bandwidth) in a photon trac-
ing framework, Walter [Wal98, p. 87ff] makes use of a perceptual
error taking into account luminance and chrominance to compute a
JND value. Guo [Guo98] developed a progressive refinement algo-
rithm for Monte-Carlo rendering that stops refining image blocks
based on a simple CSF model (Sec. 4.1.2). In the work from Ferw-
erda et al. [FPSG96] the authors take a closer look at the eye’s adap-
tation process and the influence of realistic image synthesis. By per-
forming a psycho-physical experiment, they developed a model to
display and combine the results of global-illumination simulations
at different illumination levels. The resulting images better capture
the visual characteristics of scenes viewed over a wide range of
illumination intensities (Sec. 4.1.4).

Models of visual attention (Sec. 5) can also be used to improve
the quality of global-illumination renderings for animations and dy-
namic scenes [Mys02]. As rendering quality can be decreased for
moving objects or patterns, they use temporal reprojection along-
side a temporal extension of the VDP (Sec. 4.2.1) called Animation
Quality Metric Algorithm (AQM), which accounts for motion when
computing new samples.

The perceptual importance of the final image is often approxi-
mated by saliency extracted from previews rendered at lower qual-
ity, where the initial image estimate requires at least one sample per
pixel. For decreased computation times, Longhurst et al. [LDC06]
present a method that computes such a preview frame by rasteriza-
tion. This frame is then used to extract saliency including different
low-level features such as edges, contrasts, motion, depth, color
contrast and scene habituation. The generated saliency map is used
to steer the number of samples distributed on each pixel of the im-
age. However in this approach, a high (re-)sampling weight needed
for advanced global-illumination effects, such as caustics, cannot
be accounted for. In contrast, Cater et al. [CCW03] and Sundstedt et
al. [SDL∗05] do not focus on low-level features such as edges and
contrast but selectively render task-relevant salient objects and fea-
tures in high-quality and reduce rendering quality for the remaining
parts by adapting the resolution or the number of rays per pixel in
a global-illumination renderer. In the studies performed by Cater et
al. and Sunsted et al. the subjects were not able to distinguish high-
fidelity rendering from selective rendering result. The experiments
demonstrate the suitability of perceptual rendering if selective at-
tention can be predicted.
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One aspect of such a saliency computation using attentional
models (Sec. 5) is that movement in the background of a scene
may substantially influence how humans perceive foreground ob-
jects, e.g., if objects start moving in the midst of a sequence. Yee
et al. [YPG01] use a model of visual attention for moving ob-
jects to speed up rendering of animations. In doing this, they in-
troduce a method to compute a spatiotemporal error tolerance map,
based on a velocity-dependent CSF. This CSF is augmented by a
top-down model of visual attention (Sec. 5.2) to account for the
tracking behavior of the eye, guiding the sampling of a global il-
lumination renderer. Another system that makes use of attentional
models has been developed by Chalmers et al. [CDdS06]. The au-
thors investigate several ideas such as importance-based sampling
for on-screen-distractors, e.g., sound-emitting objects, or sorting
of effects to compute the most visually-important paths first and
postponing less important reflections or global illumination. Ha-
sic et al. [HCS10] show the importance of visual tasks and motion
for selective rendering, as both attract the viewer’s attention. They
present various types of movements with varied acceleration in a
psychophysical experiment to a group of subjects.

Still, ray-tracing systems are often solely used to get the high-
est image quality for production rendering, even though interac-
tive rates depending on the scene complexity [ALK12,PKC15] are
achievable. However, ray-based approaches do not yet reach the
performance and convenience of rasterization when it comes to
real-time rendering. A hybrid approach for HMDs is introduced by
Pohl et al. [PBNG15]. They adapt rendering in HMDs by exploiting
their lens astigmatism, which leads to a decrease in image quality
towards outer regions. The proposed system reduces the sampling
rate for areas outside the lens center by deploying ray tracing on
the CPU combined with rasterization.

However, all of these approaches treat the HVS as a single-eyed
system, though healthy humans are capable of stereopsis due to
binocular vision. Rendering images for both eyes independently
doubles the computational effort. The ray-tracing approach by Lo
et al. [LCDC10] exploits perceptual limits that arise from the brain
being able to fuse information from both eyes separately. They
show that the resolution of one of the images of a stereo pair could
be reduced by a factor of 6 without being noticed by the viewer. The
authors also observed that shadow cues and disparity cues perform
equally well when judging depth.

Besides its wide use, a disadvantage of rasterization over ray-
based approaches is that, for efficiency, rasterization and the cor-
responding shading pipelines are traditionally tied to a fix reso-
lution. In the last years several approaches have been introduced
that allow for multi-rate and multi-resolution shading: an enabling
technology for perception-driven selective rendering systems using
rasterization. Clarberg et al. [CTH∗14] propose a modification to
current rendering pipelines, which enables varying shading rates
on a per-patch basis to reuse shading within tesselated primitives.
He et al. [HGF14] present a system that uses a coarse grid to reuse
shading samples within grid cells. Vaidyanathan et al. [VST∗14] in-
troduce coarse pixels and tiles, which allow shading samples to be
reused in a multi-level grid like fashion. NVIDIA recently proposed
a multi-resolution shading approach drawing different resolutions
within a single pass on their latest GPU hardware [Ree15].

Scene Description!

Deferred Shading!

(a)!

(b)!

Direct 
Illumination!

Indirect 
Illumination!

Final!
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Figure 12: Sampling adaptation method by Galea et al. [GDS14].
A deferred rendering system decouples direct and indirect illumi-
nation components. To speed up the computation of the indirect il-
lumination, a saliency map (a) is computed and sparsely evaluated
(b). Inpainting computes a dense representation of indirect lighting
that is combined with the direct lighting for the final image. Image
from Galea et al. [GDS14]

Even though these techniques are widely used for gaze-
contingent rendering (Sec. 7.2), they are rarely used for solely
model-based approaches. An example of such a system has been
proposed by Galea et al. [GDS14]. They describe a GPU-based
selective rendering algorithm for high-quality rasterization. Their
sparse sampling approach makes use of a saliency model to evalu-
ate only a set of sparse sample locations that can be used to compute
an indirect lighting solution that is perceptually equivalent to full
sampling. An inpainting algorithm is used to reconstruct a dense
representation of the indirect lighting component, which is then
combined with direct lighting to produce the final image (Fig. 12).

Instead of only accounting for visual perception, several selec-
tive rendering systems have been introduced that also consider
multi-modal aspects. A survey by Hulusić et al. [HHD∗12] gives
information on the perceptual and cross-modal influences that have
to be considered in the course of generating spatialized sound. Har-
vey et al. [HDBRC16] investigate the effect of spatialized direc-
tional sound on the visual attention of a user towards certain ob-
jects contained in the rendered imagery. Hulusić et al. [HCD∗09]
show that the beat-rate of an audio cue has a substantial impact
on viewer perception of a video and video frame rate, allowing
for the manipulation of the temporal visual perception. Bonneel et
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al. [BSVDD10] analyze how the auditory and visual level of detail
influence the perceived quality of audio-visual rendering methods.
They show strong interactions between auditory and visual levels
of detail in the process of material similarity perception.

The current state-of-the-art shows that perception-based ap-
proaches that rely on models of the HVS have traditionally been
used in global illumination computation, e.g., by adapting sam-
pling for (bi-directional) path tracing. Due to increasing processing
powers, these methods are on the brink of appearing in real-time
ray tracing systems as well. Moreover, and in contrast to meth-
ods targeting the sub-pixel level, deferred rendering systems and
developments on multi-resolution shading allow efficient selective
rendering using rasterization. Those methods will be further im-
proved to enhance the visual quality and performance in consumer
level VR and AR devices like HMDs. Along similar lines, further
exploiting other perceptual channels and their cross-modal interac-
tion will continue to improve presence in virtual environments and
help to increase the overall performance of modern rendering sys-
tems. One example of a rather exotic approach is the acceleration
method by Ramic et al. [RCHR07], where visual attention is drawn
to certain objects within the scene using olfaction.

7. Measurement-based Perceptual Approaches

In this section, we present work that exploits limitations of visual
perception (RQ3) by using an active measurement process. Such
a process utilizes data from devices such as head- and eye track-
ers or inertial measurement units often integrated in modern head-
mounted devices [LYKA14,SGE∗15]. Using eye tracking, the gaze
location is derived from the location of the pupil center mapped into
screen space.

To use active measurements for rendering while avoiding visi-
ble artifacts, both latency and accuracy of the measuring process
have to be considered. Fei-Fei et al. [FFIKP07] study the detec-
tion of animated objects in shortly presented scenes. The authors
find that an animated object in a static environment can be detected
in less than 27 ms. Dedicated measurements of acceptable laten-
cies for gaze-contingent displays have been conducted in several
studies [LW07, SRIR07, SW14, RJG∗14]. The measured end-to-
end latency comprises the full gaze capture and rendering pipeline,
starting with capturing the tracking camera frame and ending with
the reception of display-emitted photons of the retina. The gaze-
contingent display system presented by Santini et al. [SRIR07]
renders at a frame rate of 200 Hz and achieves an end-to-end la-
tency of only 10 ms with dedicated hardware. Loschky and Wolver-
ton [LW07] test for perceptually acceptable latencies with respect
to peripheral image blur of different sizes. Their study reveals, that
for an image change to go undetected, the update must be started
at 5 ms to 60 ms after an eye movement, depending on the blurred
area’s angular distance from the fovea. In addition, the acceptable
delay depends on the task of the application and the stimulus size
in the visual field. Beyond that delay, the likelihood of detection in-
creases quickly [LM00,LW07]. A VR application that uses inertial
measures was presented by Xiao and Benko [XB16]. Sparse mea-
surements of scene radiance are used to control colors of an LED
matrix in the periphery in order to widen the FOV of VR headsets,
thus exploiting the low acuity limit at high eccentricities.

7.1. Scene Simplification

Perceptual models can be used to reduce the number of poly-
gons in areas of lower acuity, making view-dependent geometric
LoD a typical example of gaze-contingent rendering, e.g., [OYT96,
Hop98, HSH10].

Ohshima et al. [OYT96] employ gaze-aware LoD rendering
in order to interact with multiple objects in a virtual environ-
ment. Besides a simple model of the visual acuity and eccentric-
ity (Sec. 4.1.1), the authors take additional perceptual clues from
kinetic and binocular vision into account when selecting a model
from a set of precomputed models at different LoDs. In contrast,
Luebke et al. [DLW00] simplify geometry directly in accordance
with gaze. To remain visually imperceptible, the degree of mesh
simplification is controlled by a perceptual model that exploits the
CMF and Kelly’s [Kel79] temporal CSF (Sec. 4.1.6). This is done
by considering the eye’s motion-induced sensitivity loss in spatial
acuity. Reddy [Red97, pp. 105–129] proposes a two-stage approach
for generating and selecting LoDs. In the offline stage, each ob-
ject is analyzed in the spatial as well as the frequency domain.
A perception-inspired color metric (Sec. 4.1.3) is used to gener-
ate LoDs with defined maximum spatial frequencies. In the online
stage, a perceptual model (including visual acuity) and a custom
CSF model are used to select the appropriate object LoD based
on the projected object rotation, relative size, the user’s gaze di-
rection and pre-computed object data. Along similar lines, Howlett
et al. [HHO04, HHO05] use eye tracking to detect salient features
that can be improved by better geometric approximations during a
mesh simplification process. Murphy and Duchowski [MD01] pro-
pose a non-isotropic LoD rendering approach using eye tracking
for meshes based on a 3D spatial degradation function derived via
a user study. Reddy [Red01] describes a system that recursively
subdivides terrain meshes until the projected polygon size reaches
an imperceptibility threshold that is coupled to a spatio-temporal
CSF-model based on Mannos and Sakrison and a CMF model
(Sec. 4.1.2). Papadopoulos and Kaufmann [PK13] use tracking in
front of a large high-resolution display wall to adapt the visual-
ization of gigapixel images to the user’s physiological capabilities
and FOV. Along similar lines, Weier et al. [WHS15] employ head
tracking and a hybrid voxel-/polygonal representation for render-
ing to such a VR system. The LoD is adaptively degraded based on
the user’s position and FOV, modeling the acuity loss at increasing
eccentricities (Sec. 4.1.1).

Another study on the influence of the LoD reduction on vi-
sual search tasks was performed by Parkhurst and Niebur [PN04].
The experiments are based on two measures, rotational velocity
of the viewport and eccentricity. Even though the authors found
that search times increase with decreasing LoDs beyond a critical
threshold, the increase in the responsiveness of the system is usu-
ally more important than the decrease in search times. In a later
study by Watson et al. [WWH04], the goal was to identify the
conditions in which a stimulus first becomes perceivable (supra-
threshold). Overall, they found contrast to be a better predictor of
the overall search performance and perceptibility than feature size.
Thus, detail should be added to low contrast regions first. Addition-
aly, adding detail to peripheral before foveal regions when design-
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ing LoD controls has a higher impact on search times and capturing
a scene’s gist.

Geometric techniques that reduce the scene’s complexity drasti-
cally reduce the workload for geometry processing. However, sys-
tems that adapt a scene’s complexity according to the user’s gaze
have not seen much attention lately. Due to the limited rasteriza-
tion and ray-casting performance of graphics hardware of previous
generations, scene simplification techniques usually led to huge
speed-up factors. However, in current pipelines for real-time ren-
dering, shading often dominates rendering costs [VST∗14,HGF14].
As consumer-level eye tracking devices become available, we ex-
pect to see novel approaches targeting methods for gaze-contingent
geometric simplification, tesselation and a gaze-aware adaptation
of other features like materials.

7.2. Adaptive Sampling

Adaptation of the shading quality is another important aspect of
rendering systems that exploit active measurements. We present
rasterization and ray-based methods to adapt sampling based on
the user’s gaze (gaze-contingent rendering). Their goal is to ex-
ploit the spatial falloff of the visual acuity (Sec. 3.2). Early
works in gaze-contingent rendering primarily observed the gen-
eral detectability and influence of the quality degradation on vi-
sual performance [PP99, PLN01, NNB∗04, DBMB06]. However,
those approaches have not boosted rendering performance. Wat-
son el al. [WWHW97] evaluated the effect of acuity degradation
in the periphery of head-mounted displays on search performance.
The results indicated that image resolution, i.e., spatial acuity and
color, could be reduced by half in the periphery without a signifi-
cant loss of performance. These results have been confirmed by a
study presented by Duchowski et al. [DBS∗09] that estimates visual
search times for an anisotropic color-degraded periphery. Addition-
ally, the results imply that chromatic detail levels cannot be reduced
as readily as geometric or pixel detail at increasing eccentricities.
”Foveated 3D graphics” simulates the acuity fall-off by rendering
three nested layers of increasing angular diameter and decreasing
resolution around the gaze direction [GFD∗12]. These are blended
for the final image (Fig. 13). For the decrease in resolution, a model
based on the CMF (Sec. 4.1.1) is employed. The technique achieves
impressive shading reductions but also introduces overheads by re-
peating the rasterization for each nested layer.

Adapting sampling rates and shading complexity to the scene
content for rasterization requires efficient multi-rate and multi-
resolution shading. Vaidyanathan et al. [VST∗14] (6.2.2) tested
their approach for gaze-contingent rendering by using a simpli-
fied acuity model. Assuming static gaze and a constant radial acu-
ity function, shading is computed at full-resolution in the foveal
region and at a lower rate towards the periphery. The Valve Cor-
poration integrated a practical implementation of multi-resolution
rendering into the Source EngineTM [Vla16]. Most recently, an-
other prototype by NVIDIA from Patney et al. [PSK∗16] was in-
troduced. They carefully investigate the impact of several effects
induced by a quality degeneration in the periphery by distorting
images. The result of these preliminary studies led them to develop
of a foveated renderer with MSAA and a saccade-aware temporal
antialiasing (TAA) [Kar14] strategy to improve temporal stability
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Figure 13: Foveated 3D Graphics by Guenter et al. [GFD∗12].
Rasterization is performed at three different resolutions (d) accord-
ing to acuity fall-off across the visual field. This reduces the num-
ber of shaded pixels. The results are then blended together (b). The
combined image (c) approximates perceivable detail and is faster
to compute than traditional full-resolution rendering. Image from
Guenter et al. [GFD∗12]

(a) (b) (d)

(c)

Figure 14: Gaze-contingent Adaptive Sampling by Stengel et al.
[SGEM16]. Incorporating visual cues such as acuity, eye motion,
adaptation and contrast, a perceptually-adaptive sampling pattern
is computed and used for sparse shading (a). Fast image interpo-
lation (b) achieves the same perceived quality at a fraction of the
costs of shading each fragment. The resulting image contains high
detail in the foveal region (c) and reduced detail in the periphery
(d). Image from Stengel et al. [SGEM16]

and suppress aliasing artifacts critical to peripheral vision. Stengel
et al. [SGEM16] present a paradigm for gaze-contingent rendering,
which combines the benefits of sampling flexibility and fast ren-
dering based on a deferred shading rasterization pipeline (Fig. 14).
The sampling is steered by a perceptual model including acuity, ac-
tive gaze motion and brightness adaptation. The selected samples
are shaded and completed by fast image interpolation, resulting in
images that are perceptually equal to images rendered with full per-
pixel shading but at significantly reduced shading costs.

In contrast to rasterization, ray-based methods are inherently
well-suited for the arbitrary sampling patterns needed for foveated
rendering. An early system for ray-based volume rendering that
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Figure 15: Ray Tracing-based foveated rendering in HMDs by
Weier et al. [WRK∗16] A gaze-adaptive and contrast-aware sam-
pling is used to stochastically update pixels. The new samples are
combined with reprojected samples from the previous frames to
generate the final image (a). The presented user study shows, that
even for small configurations of the foveal acuity, user’s barely
notice any difference to full rendering (b) Image from Weier et
al. [WRK∗16]

adapts sampling using eye tracking was developed by Levoy and
Whitaker [LW90]. Here, the number of rays cast through the image
plane and the number of samples drawn along each ray are adapted
based on eccentricity. As sparsely sampling the image plane adap-
tive to the user’s gaze leads to unsampled pixels and thus miss-
ing information, the authors additionally reconstruct a dense image,
adapting masks and filtering kernels to the eccentricity. Fujita and
Harada [FH14] present an approach to perform gaze-contingent
rendering inside HMDs using ray tracing. They use a precom-
puted sampling pattern together with a kNN scheme to reconstruct
a dense image. To improve image quality of foveated ray tracing in
HMDs, Weier et al. [WRK∗16, RWH∗16] couple their system to a
reprojection scheme (Fig. 15). The reprojection can be combined
into a smoothly refined image allowing for TAA, where parts of the
image that expose high contrasts are resampled, as these are critical
to peripheral vision. Pohl et al. [PZB16] have extended their system
to cope with lens astigmatism in HMDs to account for eye tracking
as well(Sec. 6.2.2). They have implemented their gaze-contingent
renderer as hybrid approach that uses rasterization and ray tracing
in a single system by utilizing a precomputed sampling map.

Due to vast improvements in eye tracking solutions integrated
in modern HMDs, research on gaze-contingent rendering is gain-
ing increasing popularity. Although rasterization makes it inher-
ently difficult to sample individual patterns in accordance to acu-
ity models such as the CMF, advances such as deferred rendering
and multi-resolution shading are already showing their potential
to increase rendering performance. The question for the future is:
How can locally changing rendering and shading quality make the
most effective use of perceptual limits to produce photo-realistic
scenes with the required flexibility? Capability for efficient low-
latency rendering has been shown for both main rendering strate-
gies, rasterization and ray-tracing. Although rasterization methods
are faster on GPUs today, ray tracing does provide a higher de-
gree of flexibility. Accordingly, ray-based methods could become
the first choice for performance critical real-time VR rendering in
head mounted devices [Hun15, FSTG16].

8. Summary

Knowledge of human perception can greatly improve the perfor-
mance and quality of image synthesis. We have presented a general

overview of the human visual system and its limitations associated
models to describe key visual processes or mechanisms, and we
have described how they are used in various rendering techniques.
We have seen that perceptual and cognitive models can be used di-
rectly to drive the design of optimized rendering techniques and
how active measurements - in particular eye tracking - can aid (fur-
ther) optimizing rendering.

In the following, we provide a résumé with respect to the initial
research questions introduced in Section 2.

RQ1: What are the limitations of human visual perception?

After two centuries of research, the capabilities of human vision
have been precisely measured. In particular, low-level knowledge
on the eyes optical abilities (Sec. 3.1) and knowledge such as sen-
sitivity, distribution, and interconnection of retinal photoreceptors
are well-known (Sec. 3.2). As a result, models for contrast sensitiv-
ity, brightness adaptation and visual acuity work impressively well.
Nonetheless, higher-level perception such as attention (Sec. 3.5)
is difficult to measure and still not well-understood due the com-
plexity of the involved parts of the brain (Sec. 3.4). In addition,
individual differences between subjects may vary widely. The in-
terplay of different senses is even more complex and largely un-
explored. However, games and VR applications are breaking many
boundaries and will increasingly provide multisensory experiences
including vision, audio, and haptics, for which more research will
be required. Even more so, we expect that further rendering opti-
mization can be achieved by "tuning" the non-visual senses.

RQ2: How are these limitations modeled?

Models for low-level vision features (Sec. 4.1) such as spatial
and temporal contrast sensitivity are fairly well studied. However,
integrating them into high-level models (Sec. 4.2) is more com-
plex. Often, these models describe high dimensional functions in-
volving parameters such as environment lighting and display prop-
erties. Moreover, the process of calibrating spatio-temporal models
is cumbersome and error-prone. The entire process is even more
challenging when no reference images or information of the output
devices are available (Sec. 4.2.2).

Saliency models (Sec. 5) combining bottom-up and top-down
perception greatly increased accuracy compared to previous
(purely bottom-up) saliency approaches. Still, predicting percep-
tion and attention from saliency computation is not accurate. Most
models neither provide temporal stability nor are they able to pro-
vide a distinct gaze direction. This is a problem, as models for at-
tention strongly depend on the gaze direction due to differences
in foveal and peripheral vision. Furthermore, models for scan path
prediction have received less attention in research and current mod-
els are far from viable. However, attentional blindness and inhibi-
tion concepts require knowledge about previously attended fixa-
tions.

In recent years, deep learning has shown great potential in mod-
eling the HVS with higher precision and for general image data.
Hence, it might provide a viable tool for more robust reference
and non-reference metrics leading to novel methods in next years.
Saliency evaluations could become more reliable. In addition, net-
works – once trained – are usually fast, compared to approaches
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evaluating every parameter from scratch. Last but not least, models
for multisensory perception hardly exist. A naïve combination of
models for single modalities have been rendered non-optimal.

RQ3: How are limitations used in current state-of-the-art methods
to accelerate rendering?

Perceptual models and insights of human perception already en-
able effective rendering algorithms. Due to the increase in geo-
metric processing power of modern GPUs and the fact that shad-
ing cost often dominated in modern rendering pipelines, a shift of
focus on methods that adapt sampling can be observed. State-of-
the-art algorithms spend most of the computational effort where it
matters most – namely in those regions that are critical to percep-
tion. Perceptual models allow guidance for ray-tracing processes
into regions that need more samples, resulting in faster convergence
to perceptually high-quality images. Recently, visual acuity mod-
els have also proven to be successful in rasterization (Sec. 6.2).
Moreover, these approaches allow for the development of novel
gaze-contingent rendering methods (Sec. 7.2). Adaptive local tone-
mapping and brightness adaptation is another example of convinc-
ingly adopting perceptual properties and has led to a wide-spread
use in games and movies (Sec. 4.1.4). Although perception mod-
els based on CSF and acuity are able to greatly reduce render-
ing cost, current applications perform sub-optimally due to hard-
ware constraints (lacking active measures such as eye tracking) and
implementation constraints. Hardware improvements with respect
to perceptual algorithms, such as efficient pixel-precise shading,
multi-resolution rendering and low-latency eye tracking, may sig-
nificantly push the efficiency of current and upcoming algorithms.
In direct comparison, methods that allow for gaze-contingent adap-
tive sampling or tone mapping by using such active measurements
work dramatically better then their solely model-based counter-
parts. Other examples that can highly benefit from gaze tracking
are subject calibration or methods optimized for interaction with
wide field-of-view displays.

Properties of the HVS especially need to be considered for sys-
tems that require low-latency rendering to reduce nausea. Here ren-
dering quality is ideally adapted to both the computational power
of the rendering system and the capabilities of the human percep-
tion, guaranteeing lower bounds for the refresh rates. Current atten-
tional methods have shown great potential to accelerate rendering.
However, success of these methods is currently a trade-off between
implementation effort for task description and response quality for
rendering. In addition, complexity of fully automatic methods lim-
its applicability to offline rendering. Massive use of eye tracking
may simplify the creation of large-scale gaze databases and could
lead to significant improvements in learning-based saliency meth-
ods. Unfortunately, current eye tracking devices are either costly or
lack precision, have a high latency and are lacking a simple calibra-
tion procedure. Next-generation HMDs might better handle these
requirements [SGE∗15].

Perception-driven rendering has become a very important topic
and new ways to simulate and exploit human vision are certain to
be discovered in the coming years. With affordable tracking de-

vices, non-obtrusive ways to capture human attention and percep-
tion, novel VR devices available on a consumer level and ever in-
creasing displays technologies, the evolvement of richer, more im-
mersive, perception-driven computer graphics is only a question of
time.
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Glossary

Accommodation Mechanical ability of the eye to compress and
relax the lens, enabling the eye to maintain focus on an object,
so that a sharp image appears on the retina.

Adaptation Automatically triggered and time-dependent process
of tuning sensitivity of the photosensitive retina to the amount
of incoming light, also includes the pupillary light reflex.

Central Vision Part of the visual field that is projected onto the
fovea, parafovea and perifovea, i.e., up to an eccentricity of up
to 17◦ .

Cones Cone-shaped photoreceptors on the retina responsible
for(Photopic Vision). They are tightly packed in the fovea cen-
tralis with their density decreasing quickly towards the periph-
ery. Cones can be subdivided into Long, Medium and Short-
Cones according to the band of the visual spectrum they are sen-
sitive to.

Contrast Sensitivity Sensitivity to the difference in the light in-
tensities of two adjacent areas [Gol10b, p. 411].

Contrast Sensitivity Function (CSF) A function defined over
spatial frequency of a sinusoidal grating pattern yielding a sub-
ject’s contrast sensitivity.

Cortical Magnification Factor (CMF) The linear extent of vi-
sual striate cortex to which each degree of the retina projects.
It is directly proportional to visual acuity [CR74].

Critical Flicker Frequency (CFF) The frame rate at which a se-
quentially presented series of images appears as continuous, or
is perceptually fused. Measured in Hertz (Hz) .

Cross-modal Interaction Effects between various perceptual
channels, e.g. visual stimuli might be missed when an auditory
distractor is active .

Cycles per Degree (cpd) A unit to describe spatial frequency, de-
fined as one period of a sinusoidal grating pattern at the pro-
jected size of 1 degree of the visual field.

Depth Cues Strategies such as eye convergence (binocular depth
cue), motion parallax (monocular depth cue) and perspective for
estimating the distance of an object.

Eccentricity Angular deviation from the center of the fovea.

Field of View (FoV) A measure describing the extent of the world
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observable by an optical system at one specific point in time,
given in degrees. Using both eyes and looking straight ahead hu-
mans have an almost 180◦ horizontal field of view. If the eyeball
rotation is included (and with the temporal restriction being re-
laxed) the horizontal field of view extends to 270◦.

Fixation Gazing at a point of the scene or display for a certain
time (fixation duration).

Fovea (Centralis) The area of the retina that is able to perceive
and resolve visual information at the highest possible detail from
approx. 5.2◦ around the central optical axis.

High-level Perception A field concerned with how known objects
are recognized. The "top-down" processing of the human visual
system.

Human Visual System (HVS) A model that describes the entire
system that enables humans to perceive and process visual input
including the eyes, visual pathways, visual cortex and the deeper
neural processing.

Hyperacuity Perception of features that exceed the visual acuity .

Inattentional Blindness Effect A psychological lack of attention
in which an individual fails to recognize an unexpected stimulus
that is in plain sight.

Interpupillary Distance (IPD) The distance between the optical
centers of the pupils.

Just Noticeable Difference (JND) A psycho-physical measure of
how much a stimulus has to be changed in order for a difference
to be perceivable in at least 50% of the cases.

LMS Color Space Represents colors, separated by their distribu-
tion into Long, Medium and Short wavelengths, corresponding
to the cone types in the human eye.

Low-level Perception The "bottom-level" processing in the early
stages of the human visual system. Models allow saliency esti-
mation.

Luminance A photometric measure of the intensity per unit area
of light emitted in a specific direction.

M-Scaling Hypothesis States that visual performance degrada-
tion with increasing eccentricity can be canceled out by spatial
scaling of stimuli, by the inverse of the CMF .

Mesopic Vision A combination of photopic and scotopic vision
occurring at dim light levels where both rods and cones are ac-
tive.

Minimum Angular Resolution (MAR) Property to describe the
resolution of an optical system. Resolution is expressed as the
minimum angle allowing for the distinction of two points. For
the eye and with normal vision this corresponds to about 1◦ when
mapped to the fovea and decreases with increasing eccentricity.

Motion Sickness Over time conflicting visual and motion cues
can result in motion sickness.

Object of Interest (OOI) An object or part of a scene the user is
looking at. It can be either measured by using active eye tracking
or approximated by saliency analysis.

Parafovea The area of the retina from approx. 5.2◦ to 9◦ around
the central optical axis.

Perifovea The area of the retina from approx. 9◦ to 17◦ around the
central optical axis.

Peripheral Vision Visual stimuli that are not within central vision.
Photopic Vision Color vision using the cone receptors under nor-

mal lighting conditions (daylight). Rods are permanently satu-
rated and therefore deactivated under these conditions.

Photoreceptor Retinal cells (rods and cones) that convert light re-
ceived at the retina into nerve signals. Rods are achromatic and
sensitive to motion, while cones provide color sensitivity.

Pupillary Light Reflex The process of adjusting the pupil’s diam-
eter to the amount of incoming light as a part of adaptation .

Receptive Field A particular part of the sensory space in which a
stimulus triggers a neuron. The receptive field of a photorecep-
tor can be described as a cone-shaped volume representing the
directions in which light can trigger a response. For the retina it
is the entire visual field.

Retina Photosensitive layer of the eye containing photoreceptors.
Retinal Ganglion Cells The output neurons containing circular

receptive fields in order to encode and transmit information from
the eye to the brain.

Rods Rod-shaped achromatic photoreceptors in the retina that are
especially important in dim lighting conditions (scotopic vision).

Saccade A small rapid movement of the eye that occurs during the
scanning of a scene and fixation changes.

Saccadic Suppression The effect that the visual system seems to
shut down to some degree during saccades. That is, even though
the point of fixation moves at very high velocities during a sac-
cade, blurred vision is not experienced.

Saliency The perceptual importance of parts in a scene and their
likelihood to capture attention .

Scan Path A description for captured gaze behavior usually in-
cluding spatial fixation locations and fixation durations .

Scene Schema Hypothesis States that objects that are unex-
pected/unusual in a specific context have a high saliency [HH99].

Scotopic Vision Monochromatic vision under low light-level con-
ditions making use of the rod receptors exclusively.

Simultaneous Contrasts The effect that two colors when viewed
side-by-side interact with each other and can lead to a different
visual sensation.

Simultaneous Masking see Visual Masking .
Singleton Hypothesis States that the viewer’s attention is drawn

by stimuli that are locally unique and globally rare [TG02].
Sinusoidal Grating Pattern An alternating pattern of bright and

dark areas at a specific or increasing frequency of a sine function.
Used to measure a subject’s contrast sensitivity.

Smooth Pursuit Eye Motion (SPEM) Smooth movement of the
eyes when following a moving object, stands contrary to sac-
cadic movements. Smooth pursuit and saccadic movements may
occur in conjunction when an object is moving fast, so catch-up
saccades may be required .

Stereo Vision Describes the human ability to combine two visual
streams (Stereopsis) to improve visual performance, e.g., depth
perception.
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Stereopsis Process that fuses the visual input from both eyes to
allow for stereo vision.

Supra-threshold A term to describe a stimulus large enough to
produce a response. This can be an action potential in a sensory
cell or even just a perceivable difference of a stimulus (see Just
Noticeable Difference).

Tone Mapping Operator (TMO) A computational method to
compute Tone Mapping. This includes methods for compress-
ing the dynamic range of a high-dynamic-range image in order
to display it on a low-dynamic-range device such as a typical
computer screen.

Vergence Describes the process that is required to simultaneously
rotate both eyes into opposite directions to fixate an object.

Vergence-accommodation conflict Describes the discomforting
situation when stereo images are generated that convey depth
information, which needs a conflicting vergence and accom-
modation to the one given by the actual screen’s focal dis-
tance [SKHB11] .

Vestibular System The mechanism in the ear to monitor the
body’s acceleration, equilibrium and relationship with the earth’s
gravitational field.

vestibular-ocular reflex Keeps the orientation of the eyes aligned
with the current OOI, based on acceleration information from the
vestibular system, amount of head rotation and retinal velocity.

Visual Acuity The ability to resolve small detail under ideal illu-
mination conditions, i.e., the ability to detect and distinguish two
points close to each other.

Visual Cortex The main part of the brain concerned with the sense
of sight and the processing of visual information .

Visual Cues Signals or prompts derived from visual input. Such
cues are preattentive by providing information from the envi-
ronment subconsciously. Moreover, they might bring knowledge
from previous experiences to mind.

Visual Difference Predictor (VDP) Daly’s Visible Differences
Predictor [Dal93] introduces a psycho-physical computational
model of the HVS to compare two input images and derive a
measure of perceivable differences. VDP processes images in the
frequency domain. In contrast to VDM ,it is particularly sensitive
to differences near the visibility threshold.

Visual Discrimination Metric (VDM) The Sarnoff Visual Dis-
crimination Metric [Lub95] introduces a psycho-physical com-
putational model of the HVS to compare two input images. VDM
derives a single JND value and a difference map. VDM processes
images by convolution and down-sampling. In contrast to VDP,
it is designed to generate a response above the supra-threshold
at the expense of precision loss, when near threshold differences
need to be judged.

Visual Equivalence Predictor (VEP) The VEP metric by Rama-
narayanan et al. [RFWB07] introduces a psycho-physical com-
putational model with the goal of measuring the visual equiva-
lency of input images. Visualy equivalency means the same im-
pression of scene appearance is conveyed even though there can
be measurable perceptual differences.

Visual Field see Field of View.
Visual Masking The reduction or elimination of a stimulus (tar-

get) by the presentation of a second stimulus (mask). The de-

tection threshold of the target can be affected by the interfering
masking stimulus when closely coupled in space and time.
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